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Oakland School District is located in Oakland, Oregon approximately 16 miles north of Roseburg. The
district currently serves about 1283 students in kindergarten through grade 12. The city of Oakland is
located in Douglas County. Oakland is a family‐oriented community with a population of approximately
8,000 people.
In some senses Oakland is a bedroom community to Roseburg, and the demographics include families
who work in Roseburg but live in Oakland. Because of the livability of Oakland, a large percentage of the
population is retirees. The median age is 44.8 years while the State as a whole has a 39.1 median age.
This bedroom community effect means that job growth in Roseburg will affect the number of students in
Oakland.
Oakland School District faces aging facilities, educational changes resulting from increased access to
technology, state mandates, and changes in educational standards. curricular focus, and changing
student demographics. Each factor presents facility challenges and requires the District to be creative in
their use of resources and space.

Purpose
This report is an evaluation of the existing Oakland School District educational buildings. Each of the
buildings were built at different times using different construction methods. Using ASTM standards as
implemented in the Oregon Department of Educations School Facilities Assessment Template, this report
identifies the cost of deferred maintenance for each of the school buildings. The template also provides a
current construction cost for a replacement building of similar size. The District can then use this
information to make decisions about upgrades, additions and replacements.

Demographics
Oakland is growing slowly. In 2010 the population was 1,097. The population of the area is growing at
less than 1%. Oakland hired Cooperative Strategies to project enrollment growth for the next ten years.
In 2017 the grand total of students was 589. In 2026 the student enrollment will grow to 635 students.
This is a growth of 46 students requiring (2) new classrooms.

Sources of Funds
There are 3 sources for funds to upgrade and replace aging facilities. The first source of course is a
general obligation (GO) bond election. The bond election is a tax on the owners of real estate located in
the school district. The amount of the tax is a critical issue in getting the bond to pass. Most districts find
that maintaining the existing tax rate is much more palatable to the voters than increasing the tax rate.
The second source of funds is the ODE OSCIM grant which is a matching grant of up to $4 million dollars.
If you pass a GO bond for $4 million the OSCIM grant will kick in another $4 million. ODE also has a
Seismic Rehabilitation Grant Program (SRGP) which provides up to $2.5 million per building for seismic
rehabilitation. With the SRGP the district needs to commit to complete repair of the seismic components
of a building before they are eligible for the grant. In other words; if the repair of the building is $10
million you will need to commit to spending $10 million before the state will give you the $2.5 million.
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If your voters support a $4 million dollar general obligation bond the State of Oregon may kick in another
$6.5 million. The district also has a retiring bond of $0.75 million

Revenue Sources
Retiering Bond
GO Bond 2018:
ODE OSCIM Grant:
Seismic Rehabilitation Grant (1):
Seismic Rehabilitation Grant (2):

$ 0.75
$ 4.00
$ 4.00
$ 2.50
$ 2.50
$ 10.50

Million
Million
Million
Million
Million
Million

One of the ways to ensure a successful bond campaign is to pole the District to find out what the voters
are willing to support. The more the community knows about the districts needs and intensions the
more they will be willing to support the bond election. We recommend Patinkin Research Strategies
info@patinkinresearch.com. They will pole your district and ask the right questions and help guide you to
the right number. We have in the past used survey monkey to ascertain the will of the voters.

Existing Asset
Construction Replacement Costs
School

Elementary School
CTE Building
Gym Building
High School
Lincoln Middle School
Multi-Purpose Building

Original Build
Gross
Date
Bldg. Area
1975
1950
1974
1948
1953
1975

22,751
8,971
22,065
21,749
27,321
12,108

SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF

$
$
$
$
$
$

Rate

Replacement
Costs

306
195
280
340
306
298

$
$
$
$
$
$

/SF
/SF
/SF
/SF
/SF
/SF

6,961,942
1,749,294
6,178,200
7,394,811
8,360,186
3,608,316

$ 22,284,247

DOGAMI RVS Scores
DOGAMI SCORES
School

Building ID Original DOGAMI
Build RVS Score
Elementary School
36A
1975
2.30
CTE Building
37C
1950
1.30
HS Gym Building
37B
1974
1.30
Oakland High School
37A
1948
1.30
Lincoln Middle School
39A
1953
1.30
Lincoln Addition
39B
1953
3.30
Multi-Purpose Building 36B
1975
1.30

Colapse
Potential
Low < 1%
Moderate > 1%
Moderate > 1%
Moderate > 1%
Moderate > 1%
Low < 1%
Moderate > 1%
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Beginning in early 2017 Soderstrom Architects visited all of the schools for Oakland School District We
made 2 trips to each school evaluating the structures and overall building condition. These walkthroughs
also included school district staff who know the systems and building conditions. We collected all the
currently existing drawings and many of the ancillary documents. We scanned the drawings and
assembled various additions and remodels to create AutoCAD “book plans” for all of the buildings. Using
the book plans we reverse engineered the building programs to document building capacity and building
areas. During the site and building walkthroughs we evaluated each of the subsystems using ODE’s
facilities assessment spreadsheet based on ASTM Uniformat Level 3. Items evaluated include:
A1010 Standard Foundations

C3020 Floor Finishes

D5032Communications & Clocks

A1030 Slab on Grade

C3030 Ceiling Finishes

D5034 Fire Alarm

A2020 Basement Walls

D2010 Plumbing Fixtures

F2020 Hazardous Abatement

B1020 Roof Construction

D2020 Domestic Water Distribution

G1040 Hazardous Waste Remediation

B2010 Exterior Walls

D2030 Sanitary Waste

G2010 Roadways

B2020 Exterior Windows

D2040 Rain Water Drainage

G2020 Parking Lots

B2030 Exterior Doors

D3020 Heat Generating Systems

G2050 Landscaping

B3010 Roof Coverings

D3030 Cooling Generating Systems

G3020 Sanitary Sewer

B3015 Gutters & Downspouts

D4030 Fire Protection Specialties

G3030 Storm Sewer

C1010 Partitions

D5010 Electrical Service & Distribution

G4020 Site Lighting

C1020 Interior Doors

D5020 Lighting and Branch Wiring

G4030 Site Communications & Security

C3010 Wall Finishes

D5030 Security Systems

G4090 Other Site Electrical Utilities

District Team
Patti Lovemark,
Marc Nichols,
Leon Rosson,

Superintendent
Board Member
Maintenance

Design Team
Henry Fitzgibbon,
Rick Dusa,
Jason Thompson,
Steve Gunn,
Ann Hoffsis,

Soderstrom Architects
MKE Engineers
Catena Engineers
Cost Estimator
Demographer

It is beyond the scope of ODE’s facility assessment spreadsheet to take into consideration ADA
requirements or serious structural issues. Currently the way the code manages ADA is that they make
the Owner spend up to 25% of every project for the remediation of Architectural barriers. In other
words, if you have a $100,000 project you will need to spend $25,000 of that on barrier removal until all
the barriers are removed. All of your existing schools are in some way non‐compliant.
SODERSTROM ARCHITECTS
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Catena Structural Engineers performed a visual walkthrough of each of the buildings to determine the
structural condition of the structures. In 2006 a FEMA 154 was completed for DOGAMI. The intent of the
structural walkthrough report is to determine which buildings or portions of buildings will need further
structural study. The Structural Rehabilitation Grant Program (SRGP) from the State of Oregon will
require a ASCE 41‐13 structural evaluation.
MKE Mechanical and Electrical engineers walked through all of the buildings and prepared a report on
the conditions of the HVAC and Electrical systems.

General Notes:
Accessibility ADA
The ADA is a Federal Law and is managed by the Department of Justice. All buildings are required to
comply with the ADA. This means that you can be sued in a civil court if your buildings do not comply.
The requirements for ADA compliance in new buildings are enforced by the code official. Currently the
building code requires that up to 25% of your project budget must go to barrier removal. ADA changes
may also include the approach to doors, door hardware, accessible parking, reconfigured locker rooms
and signage.

Toilet Facilities/Fixtures
The 2014 OSSC Building Code has dramatically increased the required toilet fixtures. The fixture count at
each building was not evaluated for the current code. Many of the restrooms in your facilities are not
ADA compliant. Since ADA compliant stalls are larger than standard stalls you may lose fixtures in order
to comply with ADA at the same time you will not be allowed to decrease to count due to code counts.
Transgender restrooms are becoming more prevalent. It is not written into the building code yet;
however the State of Oregon has adopted rules to ensure equal treatment of transgenders. The approach
to transgender restrooms vary widely and it may be a few years before we know the extent of the
changes.

Hazardous Materials
Many of your older buildings still contain 9x9 asbestos tiles. They may also contain other Hazardous
materials such as lead, mold, PCBs and radon gas. There may also be contaminants in the water. We have
relied solely on information provided by the district to determine the extent of these materials.
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Existing Buildings Overview

There are six discreet education buildings at Oakland, plus a maintenance office, covered play areas, a bus
barn. The education buildings were constructed between 1953 and 1975 making the oldest building
nearly 64 years old and the youngest 42. All the buildings are one story wood framed and clad with brick
or CMU with long span joists. The buildings have been well maintained but are suffering from age and
heavy usage. Issues include mechanical systems which are beyond their life expectancy, single glazed
windows, no insulation, non‐compliance with ADA and earthquake related problems.

Oakland High School
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Oakland High School
Item
District Name:
Site Name:
Building Name:
Building ID:
Building Type:
Physical Address of Building:
County:

Data
Oakland SD 1
Oakland High School
Main BLDG A
DOUG_SCH37A
High School
521 NE Spruce St.
Douglas

Gross Square Footage:
Site Acreage:
Assessor Company:
Assessor Name:
Contact (Phone):
Contact (E‐Mail):
Date of Assessment:

21,749 SF
39,809 SF
SODERSTROM ARCHITECTS
Henry Fitzgibbon
503‐228‐5617
henry@sdra.com
6/17/2017
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Oakland High School is not in good condition. The building shows signs of ground settlement.
Architecture
Oakland High School was built in 1948 with an addition in 1953. The building is a slab on grade with
brick clad wood framed walls and a wood framed roof. The building scored a 1.3 on the DOGAMI study
and has a moderate risk of earthquake collapse. We recommend an ASCE 14‐13 study of this building to
determine the appropriate repairs and costs to fix this building.
1. Exterior Finishes: The building is in poor condition. The south windows have been replaced with
very small windows which effectively eliminate the Daylighting in these classrooms. Apparently
the west façade of the building has leaked and the south and west walls have been overlain with
metal siding. The gym is in need of a paint job.
2. Roofing & Flashing: There were no observed active leaks. The academic portion of the building
has an asphalt shingle roof approximately 20 years old. The roof may last another 5 years.
3. Interior Finishes: There are many cracked floor tiles. There are some stained and cracked ceiling
tiles. Carpeting is worn and in need of replacement.
4. Code Issues: The building is not sprinklered.
5. ADA Compliance: The building is not fully ADA compliant. Issues such as restroom grab bars, fire
alarm enunciators, lever handle hardware and door approaches will need to be considered in any
major renovation or addition.
6. Energy Performance: The building does not meet current standards for wall or roof insulation.
Newer buildings would use about 30‐50% less energy than the current high school.

Structural


The three buildings that make up the high school are all very weak in seismic restraint. They
received an RVS Score of 1.3. Scores at 2 or below should have a more comprehensive evaluation
performed. We recommend an ASCE 41‐13 and associated cost analysis be completed. The
education wing is particularly problematic due to the fact that it has



CMU walls inside the CTE building are not braced and could come down in an earthquake.



At the northeast corner of the Art and Crafts Addition of the CTE building, unbraced and
unreinforced brick piers and lintels were observed at the northeast entry/exit vestibule. This
presents a significant falling hazard and may block a critical exit point during a seismic event.

MEP
HVAC:




The high school was upgraded to split system heat pumps in 2011 (Mitsubishi) and serve the
corridors and classrooms. At that time, the boiler heating system was abandoned. Asbestos
remains on the piping system but is located in inaccessible areas. The heat pumps lack capacity to
heat in the winter time and supplemental electric ceiling heaters were added to compensate.
The existing classroom ventilation system (100% OSA) is not operating. Attic ventilation fan units
were disabled when the boilers were abandoned. Ventilation is possible through operable
SODERSTROM ARCHITECTS
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windows, which are sufficient to meet code in most, but not all, cases. Science exhaust should be
added.
The Gym has four (4) gas-fired rooftop units that are in fair condition.
The Shops (1974) are not sufficiently ventilated in general. The heating equipment is newer gas
unit heaters in the Wood Shop. This equipment is already clogging with wood dust due to lack of
filtration. The Welding Shop has split system HVAC units in fair condition. Filtration upgrades are
recommended in this space as well.
The ventilation system to the Band Room is undersized and not functional.
There is natural gas available to the site at the back of the Gym.

Electrical:






Exterior lighting is minimal and does not meet IES recommended light levels for security and
liability. Recommend adding LED luminaries to reduce energy and increase lamp life.
Interior fluorescent lighting has been upgraded to T8 fluorescents. This does not meet code for
control relating to occupancy sensors and daylight control. In addition, current technology utilizes
LED lighting to enhance energy savings and increase luminaire / lamp life.
The main electrical panel in the main building was replaced when the HVAC was replaced and no
replacement is recommended at this time.
The shop electrical panels/switchgear is old and beyond useful life and should be replaced.

Plumbing:











The piping system is predominantly the original galvanized in the school. There have been
continuing failures and replacement with copper. No lead issues have been discovered by the staff.
Because of the age of the piping system, it is recommended that the water piping be upgraded to
PEX and/or copper.
Newer electric water heaters have been installed throughout the campus.
The main water supply for the HS is 2-inch and enters at the Girl’s Locker. This service is
undersized per code, but no performance problems were noted. Water heaters serving the Lockers
are old and don’t meet demand.
In general, the plumbing fixtures are dated but in serviceable shape. Throughout the school fixture
trim is dated and a mixture of various types and manufacture. ADA accessibility has been
addressed in the past.
Water closets are 3-gallon per flush and replacement to water conserving type would be desirable
but not a high priority.
The kitchen is located in the Multi-Purpose Building as is dated although still performing
satisfactorily. New water piping is recommended.
The Science class fixtures are in need of upgrade. Gas service is by exterior propane tank.
The Shop areas lack functional eye-wash stations. Plumbing fixtures require upgrade.
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ADA ASSESSMENT
YES
There is at least 1 route from site arrival points that does not require the use of
stairs.
If parking is provided for the public, there are adequate number of accessible
spaces provide (1 per 25).

X

There is at least 1 van accessible parking space among the accessible spaces.

X

NO

X

The slope of the accessible parking spaces and access aisles is no steeper than
1:48 in all directions.

X

The access aisles adjoin an accessible route.

X

Accessible spaces are identified with a sign that includes the International
Symbol of Accessibility.
There are signs reading "van accessible" at van accessible spaces.

X

If the accessible route crosses a curb, there is a curb ramp.

X

X

Ramps are sloped no greater than 1:12.

X

The main entrance is accessible.

X

If the main entrance is not accessible, there is an alternative accessible entrance.

X

The alternative accessible entrance can be used independently and during the
same hours as the main entrance.

X

All inaccessible entrances have signs with the International Symbol of
Accessibility indicating the location of the nearest accessible entrance.

X

The door is equipped with hardware, including locks, that is operable with one
hand and does not require tight grasping, pinching, or twisting of the wrist.

X

The operable parts of the door hardware are no less than 34" and no greater than
48" above the floor or ground surface.
In locker rooms, there is at least one room with a bench.

X

At least one toilet room is accessible (either one for each sex or one unisex).
There are signs with the International Symbol of Accessibility at inaccessible
toilet rooms that give directions to accessible toilet rooms.
There is a route to the accessible toilet room(s) that does not include stairs.

X
X
X
X

The door is equipped with hardware that is operable with one hand and does not
require tight grasping, pinching, or twisting of the wrist.
The operable parts of the door hardware are no less than 34" and no greater than
48" above the floor or ground surface.
The door can be opened easily (5 lbs. maximum force).
Lighting controls are operable with one hand and without tight grasping,
pinching, or twisting of the wrist.
Mounted switches are no less than 34" and no greater than 48" above the floor
or ground surface.

N/A COMMENTS

X

X
X
X
X
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HARMFUL SUBSTANCES ASSESSMENT
YES

NO

N/A COMMENTS

Lead
Has your facility been assessed for lead? If so when?

X

Is there lead in your facility?

X

Is lead abatement included in your future bond plans?

X

Asbestos
Has your facility been assessed for asbestos? If so when?
Is there asbestos in your facility?

X
X

Is asbestos abatement included in your future bond plans?

X

Mold
Has your facility been assessed for mold? If so when?
Is there mold in your facility?
Is mold abatement included in your future bond plans?
Water Quality
Has your facility been assessed for water quality (lead, etc)?
If so when?
Is there a water quality concern in your facility?
Is water treatment included in your future bond plans?

X
X
X

PCBs
Has your facility been assessed for PCBs? If so when?

X

Are there PCBs in your facility?

X

Is PCB abatement included in your future bond plans?

X

Radon
Has your facility been assessed for Radon? If so when?

X

Is there Radon in your facility?

X

Is Radon management included in your future bond plans?

X

SODERSTROM ARCHITECTS
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INDOOR AIR QUALITY ASSESSMENT
YES NO N/A COMMENTS
Is someone designated to develop and implement an indoor air
quality management plan for your school district?

X

Does your district have an indoor air quality management plan
that includes steps for preventing and resolving indoor air
quality problems?
Are school buildings inspected once or twice each year for
conditions that may lead to indoor air quality problems?

X

Is a preventive maintenance schedule established and in
operation for the heating, ventilation, and air conditioning
(HVAC) system? Is the schedule in accordance with the
manufacturer's recommendations or accepted practice for the
HVAC system?
Does the HVAC preventive maintenance schedule include the
following?: checking and/or changing air filters and belts,
lubricating equipment parts, checking the motors, and
confirming that all equipment is in operating order.

X
X

X

Is the maintenance schedule updated to show all maintenance
performed on the building systems?

X

Does the maintenance schedule include the dates that the
building systems maintenance was performed and the names
of the persons or companies performing the work?

X

Are maintenance schedules retained for at least three years?
Are damaged or inoperable components of the HVAC system
replaced or repaired as appropriate?

X
X
X

Are reservoirs or parts of the HVAC system with standing
water checked visually for microbial growth?
Are water leaks that could promote growth of biologic agents
promptly repaired?

X

Are damp or wet materials that could promote growth of
biologic agents promptly dried, replaced, removed, or
cleaned?

X
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Information Technology
YES NO N/A COMMENTS
1. Connectivity “speed “ to the Facility:
a. 10 Gbps or greater

X

2. Local area network connectivity “speed “ at the individual building level:
c. 100 Mbps or less

X

3. Wireless Coverage:
a. Facility Wide
b. Secure?

X
X

4. Building cabling:
d. CAT 5

X

5. Security:
a. Access control
b. Video Surveillance
c. Central Communications Systems

X
X

PARTIAL
X

PARTIAL
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SCHOOL SAFETY AUDIT ASSESSMENT
School grounds are fenced.

YES NO N/A COMMENTS
X

There is one clearly marked and designated entrance for visitors

X

Signs are posted for visitors to report to main office through a designated

X

Restricted areas are clearly marked

X

Shrubs and foliage are trimmed to allow for good line of sight. (3'-0"/8'- 0" rule)

X

Shrubs near building have been trimmed "up" to allow view of bottom of building

X

Bus loading and drop-off zones are clearly defined.

X

There is a schedule for maintenance of:

X

a. Outside lights

X

b. Locks/Hardware

X

c. Storage Sheds

X

d. Windows

X

e. Other exterior buildings

X

Parent drop-off and pick-up area is clearly defined.

X

There is adequate lighting around the building.

X

Lighting is provided at entrances and other points of possible intrusion.

X

The school ground is free from trash or debris.

X

The school is free of graffiti.

X

Play areas are fenced.

X

Playground equipment has tamper-proof fasteners

X

Visual surveillance of bicycle racks from main office is possible.

X

Visual surveillance of parking lots from main office is possible

X

Parking lot is lighted properly and all lights are functioning
Accessible lenses are protected by some unbreakable material
Staff and visitor parking has been designated

X
X

Outside hardware has been removed from all doors except at points of entry.

X

Ground floor windows:
a. have no broken panes;

X

b. locking hardware is in working order.

X

Basement windows are protected with grill or well cover.
Doors are locked when classrooms are vacant.

X
X
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SCHOOL SAFETY AUDIT ASSESSMENT CONTIN.
YES NO N/A COMMENTS
High-risk areas are protected by high security locks and an alarm system

X

a. Main office

X

b. Cafeteria

X

c. Computer Labs

X

d. Industrial Arts rooms

X

e. Science labs

X

f. Nurses Office

X

g. Boiler Room

X

h. Electrical Rooms

X

i. Phone line access closet

X

Unused areas of the school can be closed off during after school activities.

X

There is two-way communication between the main office and:
a. Classroom

X

b. Duty stations

X

c. Re-locatable classrooms

X

d. Staff and faculty outside building

X

e. Buses

X

There is a central alarm system in the school. If yes, briefly describe:
The main entrance is visible from the main office.

X

Outdated w/ limited reach
X
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Oakland High School Gym

Oakland High School Gym
Item
District Name:
Site Name:
Building Name:
Building ID:
Building Type:
Physical Address of Building:
County:

Data
Oakland SD 1
Oakland High School Gym
Main BLDG A
DOUG_SCH37A
High School
521 NE Spruce St.
Douglas

Gross Square Footage:
Site Acreage:
Assessor Company:
Assessor Name:
Contact (Phone):
Contact (E‐Mail):
Date of Assessment:

22,115 SF
2,500 SF
SODERSTROM ARCHITECTS
Henry Fitzgibbon
503‐228‐5617
henry@sdra.com
6/17/2017
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The gym building and the multi‐purpose buildings may have relatively serious seismic issues. It is not
clear what the RSV score is for the gym. We have assume a 0.13 RSV score due to the nature of the
construction. We recommend doing an ASCE 41‐13 for this portion of the building. The iron pipe
plumbing systems will need replacement soon.
Architectural
Built in 1974, the Oakland High Gym is a CMU building with open web long span joists. There are some
areas where the CMU has cracked through the block. The building has no daylighting. Along the west
side of the building is a large wrestling room and a music room. Along the north wall are the locker
rooms. The locker rooms also have no daylight.
1. Exterior Finishes: The building is in fair condition. The exterior CMU walls are in need of a paint
job. There are some areas where the CMU is cracked through the block. This may indicate
settlement.
2. Interior Finishes: The hardwood floor is in good condition. There are areas where the drywall has
been removed from the ceiling to repair plumbing leaks.
3. Roofing & Flashing: There were no observed active leaks. The single ply roofing is in good
condition. It is probably 10‐20 years old. It is likely to last another 10‐15 years.
4. Code Issues: The building is not sprinklered.
5. ADA Compliance: The building is not fully ADA compliant. Issues such as restroom grab bars, fire
alarm enunciators, lever handle hardware and door approaches will need to be considered in any
major renovation or addition.
6. Energy Performance: The building does not meet current standards for wall or roof insulation.
Structural


The gymnasium was constructed in 1974 and consists of a shallow lightly‐reinforced concrete
foundation system with a reinforced concrete slab‐on‐grade, perimeter reinforced CMU walls,
perimeter wood stud walls in the high roof area, interior solid sawn posts and reinforced CMU
bearing walls, glued‐laminated timber beams, 2x purlins and tongue‐and‐groove decking, and
solid plywood sheathing atop open metal‐web wood joists supporting the upper roof. In 2010, the
roofs over the shower room and restrooms were renovated to support a new HVAC unit, replacing
a portion of the original roof joists with plywood sheathing atop glued‐laminated timber beams
and 2x8 sawn joists.



There are settlement cracks in the CMU walls which has split the blocks.

MEP


The Gym has four (4) gas‐fired rooftop units that are in fair condition.



The ventilation system to the Band Room is undersized and not functional.



There is natural gas available to the site at the back of the Gym.



Interior fluorescent lighting has been upgraded to T8 fluorescents. This does not meet code for
control relating to occupancy sensors and daylight control.
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ADA Assessment

ADA ASSESSMENT
YES
There is at least 1 route from site arrival points that does not require the use of
stairs.
If parking is provided for the public, there are adequate number of accessible
spaces provide (1 per 25).

X

There is at least 1 van accessible parking space among the accessible spaces.

X

NO

X

The slope of the accessible parking spaces and access aisles is no steeper than
1:48 in all directions.

X

The access aisles adjoin an accessible route.

X

Accessible spaces are identified with a sign that includes the International
Symbol of Accessibility.
There are signs reading "van accessible" at van accessible spaces.

X

If the accessible route crosses a curb, there is a curb ramp.

X

X

Ramps are sloped no greater than 1:12.

X

The main entrance is accessible.

X

If the main entrance is not accessible, there is an alternative accessible entrance.

X

The alternative accessible entrance can be used independently and during the
same hours as the main entrance.

X

All inaccessible entrances have signs with the International Symbol of
Accessibility indicating the location of the nearest accessible entrance.

X

The door is equipped with hardware, including locks, that is operable with one
hand and does not require tight grasping, pinching, or twisting of the wrist.

X

The operable parts of the door hardware are no less than 34" and no greater than
48" above the floor or ground surface.
In locker rooms, there is at least one room with a bench.

X

At least one toilet room is accessible (either one for each sex or one unisex).
There are signs with the International Symbol of Accessibility at inaccessible
toilet rooms that give directions to accessible toilet rooms.
There is a route to the accessible toilet room(s) that does not include stairs.

X
X
X
X

The door is equipped with hardware that is operable with one hand and does not
require tight grasping, pinching, or twisting of the wrist.
The operable parts of the door hardware are no less than 34" and no greater than
48" above the floor or ground surface.
The door can be opened easily (5 lbs. maximum force).
Lighting controls are operable with one hand and without tight grasping,
pinching, or twisting of the wrist.

N/A COMMENTS

X

X
X
X
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Mounted switches are no less than 34" and no greater than 48" above the floor
or ground surface.

X

HAZMAT Assessment

HARMFUL SUBSTANCES ASSESSMENT
YES

NO

N/A COMMENTS

Lead
Has your facility been assessed for lead? If so when?

X

Is there lead in your facility?

X

Is lead abatement included in your future bond plans?

X

Asbestos
Has your facility been assessed for asbestos? If so when?
Is there asbestos in your facility?

X
X

Is asbestos abatement included in your future bond plans?

X

Mold
Has your facility been assessed for mold? If so when?
Is there mold in your facility?
Is mold abatement included in your future bond plans?
Water Quality
Has your facility been assessed for water quality (lead, etc)?
If so when?
Is there a water quality concern in your facility?
Is water treatment included in your future bond plans?

X
X
X

PCBs
Has your facility been assessed for PCBs? If so when?

X

Are there PCBs in your facility?

X

Is PCB abatement included in your future bond plans?

X

Radon
Has your facility been assessed for Radon? If so when?

X

Is there Radon in your facility?

X

Is Radon management included in your future bond plans?

X
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INDOOR AIR QUALITY ASSESSMENT
YES NO N/A COMMENTS
Is someone designated to develop and implement an indoor air
quality management plan for your school district?

X

Does your district have an indoor air quality management plan
that includes steps for preventing and resolving indoor air
quality problems?
Are school buildings inspected once or twice each year for
conditions that may lead to indoor air quality problems?

X

Is a preventive maintenance schedule established and in
operation for the heating, ventilation, and air conditioning
(HVAC) system? Is the schedule in accordance with the
manufacturer's recommendations or accepted practice for the
HVAC system?
Does the HVAC preventive maintenance schedule include the
following?: checking and/or changing air filters and belts,
lubricating equipment parts, checking the motors, and
confirming that all equipment is in operating order.

X
X

X

Is the maintenance schedule updated to show all maintenance
performed on the building systems?

X

Does the maintenance schedule include the dates that the
building systems maintenance was performed and the names
of the persons or companies performing the work?

X

Are maintenance schedules retained for at least three years?
Are damaged or inoperable components of the HVAC system
replaced or repaired as appropriate?

X
X
X

Are reservoirs or parts of the HVAC system with standing
water checked visually for microbial growth?
Are water leaks that could promote growth of biologic agents
promptly repaired?

X

Are damp or wet materials that could promote growth of
biologic agents promptly dried, replaced, removed, or
cleaned?

X
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Information Technology
YES NO N/A COMMENTS
1. Connectivity “speed “ to the Facility:
a. 10 Gbps or greater

X

2. Local area network connectivity “speed “ at the individual building level:
c. 100 Mbps or less

X

3. Wireless Coverage:
a. Facility Wide
b. Secure?

X
X

4. Building cabling:
d. CAT 5

X

5. Security:
a. Access control
b. Video Surveillance
c. Central Communications Systems

X
X

PARTIAL
X

PARTIAL
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Saftey and Security Audit

SCHOOL SAFETY AUDIT ASSESSMENT
School grounds are fenced.

YES NO N/A COMMENTS
X

There is one clearly marked and designated entrance for visitors

X

Signs are posted for visitors to report to main office through a designated

X

Restricted areas are clearly marked

X

Shrubs and foliage are trimmed to allow for good line of sight. (3'-0"/8'- 0" rule)

X

Shrubs near building have been trimmed "up" to allow view of bottom of building

X

Bus loading and drop-off zones are clearly defined.

X

There is a schedule for maintenance of:

X

a. Outside lights

X

b. Locks/Hardware

X

c. Storage Sheds

X

d. Windows

X

e. Other exterior buildings

X

Parent drop-off and pick-up area is clearly defined.

X

There is adequate lighting around the building.

X

Lighting is provided at entrances and other points of possible intrusion.

X

The school ground is free from trash or debris.

X

The school is free of graffiti.

X

Play areas are fenced.

X

Playground equipment has tamper-proof fasteners

X

Visual surveillance of bicycle racks from main office is possible.

X

Visual surveillance of parking lots from main office is possible

X

Parking lot is lighted properly and all lights are functioning
Accessible lenses are protected by some unbreakable material
Staff and visitor parking has been designated

X
X

Outside hardware has been removed from all doors except at points of entry.

X

Ground floor windows:
a. have no broken panes;

X

b. locking hardware is in working order.

X

Basement windows are protected with grill or well cover.
Doors are locked when classrooms are vacant.

X
X
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SCHOOL SAFETY AUDIT ASSESSMENT CONTIN.
YES NO N/A COMMENTS
High-risk areas are protected by high security locks and an alarm system

X

a. Main office

X

b. Cafeteria

X

c. Computer Labs

X

d. Industrial Arts rooms

X

e. Science labs

X

f. Nurses Office

X

g. Boiler Room

X

h. Electrical Rooms

X

i. Phone line access closet

X

Unused areas of the school can be closed off during after school activities.

X

There is two-way communication between the main office and:
a. Classroom

X

b. Duty stations

X

c. Re-locatable classrooms

X

d. Staff and faculty outside building

X

e. Buses

X

There is a central alarm system in the school. If yes, briefly describe:
The main entrance is visible from the main office.

X

Outdated w/ limited reach
X
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Oakland CTE
Item
District Name:
Site Name:
Building Name:
Building ID:
Building Type:
Physical Address of Building:
County:

Data
Oakland SD 1
Oakland CTE
Main BLDG A
DOUG_SCH37A
High School
521 NE Spruce St.
Douglas

Gross Square Footage:
Site Acreage:
Assessor Company:
Assessor Name:
Contact (Phone):
Contact (E‐Mail):
Date of Assessment:

8,971 SF
2,500 SF
SODERSTROM ARCHITECTS
Henry Fitzgibbon
503‐228‐5617
henry@sdra.com
6/17/2017
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Architectural
The single‐story CTE Building consists of three connected structures built in different years – the Shop
Building (consisting of a wood shop and a metal shop) in 1954, a Single Classroom Addition sometime
SODERSTROM ARCHITECTS
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between 1954 to 1975, and an Arts and Crafts Room in 1975. The CTE building scored poorly (1.3) on
the DOGAMI RVS studies.
1. Exterior Finishes: The building is in moderate to fair condition.
2. Roofing & Flashing: There were no observed active leaks. The building has an asphalt shingle roof
approximately 20 years old. The roof may last another 5 years.
3. Interior Finishes: There are many cracked floor tiles. There are some stained and cracked ceiling
tiles. Carpeting is worn and in need of replacement. The gym is too small and has no daylighting.
4. Code Issues: The building is not sprinklered.
5. ADA Compliance: The building is not fully ADA compliant. Issues such as restroom grab bars, fire
alarm enunciators, lever handle hardware and door approaches will need to be considered in any
major renovation or addition.
6. Energy Performance: The building does not meet current standards for wall or roof insulation.
Windows are single glazed.
Structural


The structure of the CTE building is very poor. It may be that the RVS study over estimated the
stability of the building. This building needs to have a deeper analysis using the ASE 41‐13
methodology.



At the CTE building, scattered partial height CMU walls in the metal shop, serving as room
partitions, were not braced for out‐of‐plane forces.



At the CTE building, the electrical devices for controlling the loading dock door in the metal shop
was observed hanging from roof trusses without any lateral bracing. The lack of bracing could
impart undesirable forces on the above roof truss during a seismic event.



At the northeast corner of the Art and Crafts Addition of the CTE building, unbraced and
unreinforced brick piers and lintels were observed at the northeast entry/exit vestibule. This
presents a significant falling hazard and may block a critical exit point during a seismic event.

MEP


Exterior lighting is minimal and does not meet IES recommended light levels for security and
liability. Recommend adding LED luminaires to reduce energy and increase lamp life.



The shop electrical panels/switchgear is old and beyond useful life and should be replaced.
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ADA ASSESSMENT
YES
There is at least 1 route from site arrival points that does not require the use of
stairs.
If parking is provided for the public, there are adequate number of accessible
spaces provide (1 per 25).

X

There is at least 1 van accessible parking space among the accessible spaces.

X

NO

X

The slope of the accessible parking spaces and access aisles is no steeper than
1:48 in all directions.

X

The access aisles adjoin an accessible route.

X

Accessible spaces are identified with a sign that includes the International
Symbol of Accessibility.
There are signs reading "van accessible" at van accessible spaces.

X

If the accessible route crosses a curb, there is a curb ramp.

X

X

Ramps are sloped no greater than 1:12.

X

The main entrance is accessible.

X

If the main entrance is not accessible, there is an alternative accessible entrance.

X

The alternative accessible entrance can be used independently and during the
same hours as the main entrance.

X

All inaccessible entrances have signs with the International Symbol of
Accessibility indicating the location of the nearest accessible entrance.

X

The door is equipped with hardware, including locks, that is operable with one
hand and does not require tight grasping, pinching, or twisting of the wrist.

X

The operable parts of the door hardware are no less than 34" and no greater than
48" above the floor or ground surface.
In locker rooms, there is at least one room with a bench.

X

At least one toilet room is accessible (either one for each sex or one unisex).
There are signs with the International Symbol of Accessibility at inaccessible
toilet rooms that give directions to accessible toilet rooms.
There is a route to the accessible toilet room(s) that does not include stairs.

X
X
X
X

The door is equipped with hardware that is operable with one hand and does not
require tight grasping, pinching, or twisting of the wrist.
The operable parts of the door hardware are no less than 34" and no greater than
48" above the floor or ground surface.
The door can be opened easily (5 lbs. maximum force).
Lighting controls are operable with one hand and without tight grasping,
pinching, or twisting of the wrist.
Mounted switches are no less than 34" and no greater than 48" above the floor
or ground surface.

N/A COMMENTS

X

X
X
X
X
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HARMFUL SUBSTANCES ASSESSMENT
YES

NO

N/A COMMENTS

Lead
Has your facility been assessed for lead? If so when?

X

Is there lead in your facility?

X

Is lead abatement included in your future bond plans?

X

Asbestos
Has your facility been assessed for asbestos? If so when?
Is there asbestos in your facility?

X
X

Is asbestos abatement included in your future bond plans?

X

Mold
Has your facility been assessed for mold? If so when?
Is there mold in your facility?
Is mold abatement included in your future bond plans?
Water Quality
Has your facility been assessed for water quality (lead, etc)?
If so when?
Is there a water quality concern in your facility?
Is water treatment included in your future bond plans?

X
X
X

PCBs
Has your facility been assessed for PCBs? If so when?

X

Are there PCBs in your facility?

X

Is PCB abatement included in your future bond plans?

X

Radon
Has your facility been assessed for Radon? If so when?

X

Is there Radon in your facility?

X

Is Radon management included in your future bond plans?

X
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INDOOR AIR QUALITY ASSESSMENT
YES NO N/A COMMENTS
Is someone designated to develop and implement an indoor air
quality management plan for your school district?

X

Does your district have an indoor air quality management plan
that includes steps for preventing and resolving indoor air
quality problems?
Are school buildings inspected once or twice each year for
conditions that may lead to indoor air quality problems?

X

Is a preventive maintenance schedule established and in
operation for the heating, ventilation, and air conditioning
(HVAC) system? Is the schedule in accordance with the
manufacturer's recommendations or accepted practice for the
HVAC system?
Does the HVAC preventive maintenance schedule include the
following?: checking and/or changing air filters and belts,
lubricating equipment parts, checking the motors, and
confirming that all equipment is in operating order.

X
X

X

Is the maintenance schedule updated to show all maintenance
performed on the building systems?

X

Does the maintenance schedule include the dates that the
building systems maintenance was performed and the names
of the persons or companies performing the work?

X

Are maintenance schedules retained for at least three years?
Are damaged or inoperable components of the HVAC system
replaced or repaired as appropriate?

X
X
X

Are reservoirs or parts of the HVAC system with standing
water checked visually for microbial growth?
Are water leaks that could promote growth of biologic agents
promptly repaired?

X

Are damp or wet materials that could promote growth of
biologic agents promptly dried, replaced, removed, or
cleaned?

X
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Information Technology
YES NO N/A COMMENTS
1. Connectivity “speed “ to the Facility:
a. 10 Gbps or greater

X

2. Local area network connectivity “speed “ at the individual building level:
c. 100 Mbps or less

X

3. Wireless Coverage:
a. Facility Wide
b. Secure?

X
X

4. Building cabling:
d. CAT 5

X

5. Security:
a. Access control
b. Video Surveillance
c. Central Communications Systems

X
X

PARTIAL
X

PARTIAL
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SCHOOL SAFETY AUDIT ASSESSMENT
School grounds are fenced.

YES NO N/A COMMENTS
X

There is one clearly marked and designated entrance for visitors

X

Signs are posted for visitors to report to main office through a designated

X

Restricted areas are clearly marked

X

Shrubs and foliage are trimmed to allow for good line of sight. (3'-0"/8'- 0" rule)

X

Shrubs near building have been trimmed "up" to allow view of bottom of building

X

Bus loading and drop-off zones are clearly defined.

X

There is a schedule for maintenance of:

X

a. Outside lights

X

b. Locks/Hardware

X

c. Storage Sheds

X

d. Windows

X

e. Other exterior buildings

X

Parent drop-off and pick-up area is clearly defined.

X

There is adequate lighting around the building.

X

Lighting is provided at entrances and other points of possible intrusion.

X

The school ground is free from trash or debris.

X

The school is free of graffiti.

X

Play areas are fenced.

X

Playground equipment has tamper-proof fasteners

X

Visual surveillance of bicycle racks from main office is possible.

X

Visual surveillance of parking lots from main office is possible

X

Parking lot is lighted properly and all lights are functioning
Accessible lenses are protected by some unbreakable material
Staff and visitor parking has been designated

X
X

Outside hardware has been removed from all doors except at points of entry.

X

Ground floor windows:
a. have no broken panes;

X

b. locking hardware is in working order.

X

Basement windows are protected with grill or well cover.
Doors are locked when classrooms are vacant.

X
X
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SCHOOL SAFETY AUDIT ASSESSMENT CONTIN.
YES NO N/A COMMENTS
High-risk areas are protected by high security locks and an alarm system

X

a. Main office

X

b. Cafeteria

X

c. Computer Labs

X

d. Industrial Arts rooms

X

e. Science labs

X

f. Nurses Office

X

g. Boiler Room

X

h. Electrical Rooms

X

i. Phone line access closet

X

Unused areas of the school can be closed off during after school activities.

X

There is two-way communication between the main office and:
a. Classroom

X

b. Duty stations

X

c. Re-locatable classrooms

X

d. Staff and faculty outside building

X

e. Buses

X

There is a central alarm system in the school. If yes, briefly describe:
The main entrance is visible from the main office.

X

Outdated w/ limited reach
X
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Oakland Multi‐Purpose Building

Oakland Multi‐Purpose Building
Item
District Name:
Site Name:
Building Name:
Building ID:
Building Type:
Physical Address of Building:
County:

Data
Oakland SD 1
Oakland Multi‐Purpose
Main BLDG A
DOUG_SCH37A
Food Services Building
521 NE Spruce St.
Douglas

Gross Square Footage:
Site Acreage:
Assessor Company:
Assessor Name:
Contact (Phone):
Contact (E‐Mail):
Date of Assessment:

12,093 SF
‐
SODERSTROM ARCHITECTS
Henry Fitzgibbon
503‐228‐5617
henry@sdra.com
6/17/2017
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The multi‐purpose building may have relatively serious seismic issues. The building’s RVS score is 1.3
and the District should further investigate the seismic issues using the ASCE 41‐13. The iron plumbing
systems will need replacement soon.
Architectural
Oakland Multi‐purpose building was built in 1975. The building is a slab on grade with partial CMU up to
10 feet. Above the CMU are wood framed walls and a wood framed roof. This configuration created a
structural hinge where the CMU and wood framing come together. This creates a structural weakness.
1. Exterior Finishes: The building is in moderate to good condition. Some of the beams that are
cantilevered out from the building are beginning to rot.
2. Roofing & Flashing: There were no observed active leaks. The building has a single ply roof
approximately 15 years old. The roof may last another 15 years.
3. Interior Finishes: There are many cracked floor tiles. There are some stained and cracked ceiling
tiles. Carpeting is worn and in need of replacement.
4. Code Issues: Only the Gym component is sprinklered. The total area is 73347 SF. Allowable area
Table 503 is 18,500 SF * 1.46(yards) = 27,061 SF. The buildings are isolated from each other by
internal breezeways and probably meet code..
5. ADA Compliance: The building is not fully ADA compliant. Issues such as restroom grab bars, fire
alarm enunciators, lever handle hardware and door approaches will need to be considered in any
major renovation or addition.
6. Energy Performance: The building does not meet current standards for wall or roof insulation.
Structural

MEP
Fire Sprinklers
Mechanical
Electrical
Plumbing
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ADA ASSESSMENT
YES
There is at least 1 route from site arrival points that does not require the use of
stairs.
If parking is provided for the public, there are adequate number of accessible
spaces provide (1 per 25).

X

There is at least 1 van accessible parking space among the accessible spaces.

X

NO

X

The slope of the accessible parking spaces and access aisles is no steeper than
1:48 in all directions.

X

The access aisles adjoin an accessible route.

X

Accessible spaces are identified with a sign that includes the International
Symbol of Accessibility.
There are signs reading "van accessible" at van accessible spaces.

X

If the accessible route crosses a curb, there is a curb ramp.

X

X

Ramps are sloped no greater than 1:12.

X

The main entrance is accessible.

X

If the main entrance is not accessible, there is an alternative accessible entrance.

X

The alternative accessible entrance can be used independently and during the
same hours as the main entrance.

X

All inaccessible entrances have signs with the International Symbol of
Accessibility indicating the location of the nearest accessible entrance.

X

The door is equipped with hardware, including locks, that is operable with one
hand and does not require tight grasping, pinching, or twisting of the wrist.

X

The operable parts of the door hardware are no less than 34" and no greater than
48" above the floor or ground surface.
In locker rooms, there is at least one room with a bench.

X

At least one toilet room is accessible (either one for each sex or one unisex).
There are signs with the International Symbol of Accessibility at inaccessible
toilet rooms that give directions to accessible toilet rooms.
There is a route to the accessible toilet room(s) that does not include stairs.

X
X
X
X

The door is equipped with hardware that is operable with one hand and does not
require tight grasping, pinching, or twisting of the wrist.
The operable parts of the door hardware are no less than 34" and no greater than
48" above the floor or ground surface.
The door can be opened easily (5 lbs. maximum force).
Lighting controls are operable with one hand and without tight grasping,
pinching, or twisting of the wrist.
Mounted switches are no less than 34" and no greater than 48" above the floor
or ground surface.

N/A COMMENTS

X

X
X
X
X
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HARMFUL SUBSTANCES ASSESSMENT
YES

NO

N/A COMMENTS

Lead
Has your facility been assessed for lead? If so when?

X

Is there lead in your facility?

X

Is lead abatement included in your future bond plans?

X

Asbestos
Has your facility been assessed for asbestos? If so when?
Is there asbestos in your facility?

X
X

Is asbestos abatement included in your future bond plans?

X

Mold
Has your facility been assessed for mold? If so when?
Is there mold in your facility?
Is mold abatement included in your future bond plans?
Water Quality
Has your facility been assessed for water quality (lead, etc)?
If so when?
Is there a water quality concern in your facility?
Is water treatment included in your future bond plans?

X
X
X

PCBs
Has your facility been assessed for PCBs? If so when?

X

Are there PCBs in your facility?

X

Is PCB abatement included in your future bond plans?

X

Radon
Has your facility been assessed for Radon? If so when?

X

Is there Radon in your facility?

X

Is Radon management included in your future bond plans?

X
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INDOOR AIR QUALITY ASSESSMENT
YES NO N/A COMMENTS
Is someone designated to develop and implement an indoor air
quality management plan for your school district?

X

Does your district have an indoor air quality management plan
that includes steps for preventing and resolving indoor air
quality problems?
Are school buildings inspected once or twice each year for
conditions that may lead to indoor air quality problems?

X

Is a preventive maintenance schedule established and in
operation for the heating, ventilation, and air conditioning
(HVAC) system? Is the schedule in accordance with the
manufacturer's recommendations or accepted practice for the
HVAC system?
Does the HVAC preventive maintenance schedule include the
following?: checking and/or changing air filters and belts,
lubricating equipment parts, checking the motors, and
confirming that all equipment is in operating order.

X
X

X

Is the maintenance schedule updated to show all maintenance
performed on the building systems?

X

Does the maintenance schedule include the dates that the
building systems maintenance was performed and the names
of the persons or companies performing the work?

X

Are maintenance schedules retained for at least three years?
Are damaged or inoperable components of the HVAC system
replaced or repaired as appropriate?

X
X
X

Are reservoirs or parts of the HVAC system with standing
water checked visually for microbial growth?
Are water leaks that could promote growth of biologic agents
promptly repaired?

X

Are damp or wet materials that could promote growth of
biologic agents promptly dried, replaced, removed, or
cleaned?

X
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Information Technology
YES NO N/A COMMENTS
1. Connectivity “speed “ to the Facility:
a. 10 Gbps or greater

X

2. Local area network connectivity “speed “ at the individual building level:
c. 100 Mbps or less

X

3. Wireless Coverage:
a. Facility Wide
b. Secure?

X
X

4. Building cabling:
d. CAT 5

X

5. Security:
a. Access control
b. Video Surveillance
c. Central Communications Systems

X
X

PARTIAL
X

PARTIAL
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SCHOOL SAFETY AUDIT ASSESSMENT
School grounds are fenced.

YES NO N/A COMMENTS
X

There is one clearly marked and designated entrance for visitors

X

Signs are posted for visitors to report to main office through a designated

X

Restricted areas are clearly marked

X

Shrubs and foliage are trimmed to allow for good line of sight. (3'-0"/8'- 0" rule)

X

Shrubs near building have been trimmed "up" to allow view of bottom of building

X

Bus loading and drop-off zones are clearly defined.

X

There is a schedule for maintenance of:

X

a. Outside lights

X

b. Locks/Hardware

X

c. Storage Sheds

X

d. Windows

X

e. Other exterior buildings

X

Parent drop-off and pick-up area is clearly defined.

X

There is adequate lighting around the building.

X

Lighting is provided at entrances and other points of possible intrusion.

X

The school ground is free from trash or debris.

X

The school is free of graffiti.

X

Play areas are fenced.

X

Playground equipment has tamper-proof fasteners

X

Visual surveillance of bicycle racks from main office is possible.

X

Visual surveillance of parking lots from main office is possible

X

Parking lot is lighted properly and all lights are functioning
Accessible lenses are protected by some unbreakable material
Staff and visitor parking has been designated

X
X

Outside hardware has been removed from all doors except at points of entry.

X

Ground floor windows:
a. have no broken panes;

X

b. locking hardware is in working order.

X

Basement windows are protected with grill or well cover.
Doors are locked when classrooms are vacant.

X
X
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SCHOOL SAFETY AUDIT ASSESSMENT CONTIN.
YES NO N/A COMMENTS
High-risk areas are protected by high security locks and an alarm system

X

a. Main office

X

b. Cafeteria

X

c. Computer Labs

X

d. Industrial Arts rooms

X

e. Science labs

X

f. Nurses Office

X

g. Boiler Room

X

h. Electrical Rooms

X

i. Phone line access closet

X

Unused areas of the school can be closed off during after school activities.

X

There is two-way communication between the main office and:
a. Classroom

X

b. Duty stations

X

c. Re-locatable classrooms

X

d. Staff and faculty outside building

X

e. Buses

X

There is a central alarm system in the school. If yes, briefly describe:
The main entrance is visible from the main office.

X

Outdated w/ limited reach
X
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Oakland Elementary School

Oakland Elementary School
Item
District Name:
Site Name:
Building Name:
Building ID:
Building Type:
Physical Address of Building:
County:

Data
Oakland SD 1
Oakland Elementary School
Main BLDG A
DOUG_SCH37A
Elementary School
521 NE Spruce St.
Douglas

Gross Square Footage:
Site Acreage:
Assessor Company:
Assessor Name:
Contact (Phone):
Contact (E‐Mail):
Date of Assessment:

22,749 SF
9,826 SF
SODERSTROM ARCHITECTS
Henry Fitzgibbon
503‐228‐5617
henry@sdra.com
6/17/2017
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Oakland Elementary School built in 1975 is a slab on grade with CMU walls and a wood framed roof. The
building scored a 2.3 on the DOGAMI study and has a low risk of earthquake collapse. The school is
located at 499 NE Spruce Street in Oakland, Oregon.
1. Exterior Finishes: The building is in moderate to good condition. It may need painting soon.
2. Roofing & Flashing: There were no observed active leaks. The building has a single ply roof
approximately 20 years old. The roof may last another 10 years.
3. Interior Finishes: There are some cracked floor tiles. There are some stained and cracked ceiling
tiles. Carpeting is worn and in need of replacement.
4. Code Issues: The building is not sprinklered. The total area is 22,751 SF. Allowable area Table
503 is 18,500 SF * 1.46(yards) = 27,061 SF
5. ADA Compliance: The building is not fully ADA compliant. Issues such as restroom grab bars, fire
alarm enunciators, lever handle hardware and door approaches will need to be considered in any
major renovation or addition.
6. Energy Performance: The building does not meet current standards for wall or roof insulation.
Structural


No visible signs of structural damage or distress were observed to any of the structures on the
Oakland Elementary School campus during our field reconnaissance.

MEP
Mechanical:


The existing heating system has been abandoned. For the Classrooms, new split systems heat
pumps (LG) have been installed. The sizing of these units is not adequate to keep up with heating
needs and supplemental electric heaters are frequently energizing to keep up space temperatures.
There is no ventilation system or adequate operable windows to meet minimum code ventilation
requirements.



The Office and Library are served by a 15‐ton package roof unit. This is reported to be satisfactory.

Electrical:


Exterior lighting is minimal and does not meet IES recommended light levels for security and
liability. Recommend adding LED luminaries to reduce energy and increase lamp life.



Interior fluorescent lighting has been upgraded to T8 fluorescents. This does not meet code for
control relating to occupancy sensors and daylight control.



In addition, current technology utilizes LED lighting to enhance energy savings and increase
luminaries/lamp life.



The main electrical panel in the main building was replaced when the HVAC was replaced and no
replacement is recommended at this time.



The shop electrical panels/switchgear is old and beyond useful life and should be replaced.



The main distribution panel and associated branch panels are old and in need of replacement.
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The existing galvanized water piping should be replaced with either PEX or copper.



In general, the plumbing fixtures are dated but in serviceable shape. ADA accessibility is lacking
and needs to be addressed. Plumbing trim is dated and a mixture of manufacturers. New trim is
recommended.
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ADA ASSESSMENT
YES
There is at least 1 route from site arrival points that does not require the use of
stairs.
If parking is provided for the public, there are adequate number of accessible
spaces provide (1 per 25).

X

There is at least 1 van accessible parking space among the accessible spaces.

X

NO

X

The slope of the accessible parking spaces and access aisles is no steeper than
1:48 in all directions.

X

The access aisles adjoin an accessible route.

X

Accessible spaces are identified with a sign that includes the International
Symbol of Accessibility.
There are signs reading "van accessible" at van accessible spaces.

X

If the accessible route crosses a curb, there is a curb ramp.

X

X

Ramps are sloped no greater than 1:12.

X

The main entrance is accessible.

X

If the main entrance is not accessible, there is an alternative accessible entrance.

X

The alternative accessible entrance can be used independently and during the
same hours as the main entrance.

X

All inaccessible entrances have signs with the International Symbol of
Accessibility indicating the location of the nearest accessible entrance.

X

The door is equipped with hardware, including locks, that is operable with one
hand and does not require tight grasping, pinching, or twisting of the wrist.

X

The operable parts of the door hardware are no less than 34" and no greater than
48" above the floor or ground surface.
In locker rooms, there is at least one room with a bench.

X

At least one toilet room is accessible (either one for each sex or one unisex).
There are signs with the International Symbol of Accessibility at inaccessible
toilet rooms that give directions to accessible toilet rooms.
There is a route to the accessible toilet room(s) that does not include stairs.

X
X
X
X

The door is equipped with hardware that is operable with one hand and does not
require tight grasping, pinching, or twisting of the wrist.
The operable parts of the door hardware are no less than 34" and no greater than
48" above the floor or ground surface.
The door can be opened easily (5 lbs. maximum force).
Lighting controls are operable with one hand and without tight grasping,
pinching, or twisting of the wrist.
Mounted switches are no less than 34" and no greater than 48" above the floor
or ground surface.

N/A COMMENTS

X

X
X
X
X
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HARMFUL SUBSTANCES ASSESSMENT
YES

NO

N/A COMMENTS

Lead
Has your facility been assessed for lead? If so when?

X

Is there lead in your facility?

X

Is lead abatement included in your future bond plans?

X

Asbestos
Has your facility been assessed for asbestos? If so when?
Is there asbestos in your facility?

X
X

Is asbestos abatement included in your future bond plans?

X

Mold
Has your facility been assessed for mold? If so when?
Is there mold in your facility?
Is mold abatement included in your future bond plans?
Water Quality
Has your facility been assessed for water quality (lead, etc)?
If so when?
Is there a water quality concern in your facility?
Is water treatment included in your future bond plans?

X
X
X

PCBs
Has your facility been assessed for PCBs? If so when?

X

Are there PCBs in your facility?

X

Is PCB abatement included in your future bond plans?

X

Radon
Has your facility been assessed for Radon? If so when?

X

Is there Radon in your facility?

X

Is Radon management included in your future bond plans?

X
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INDOOR AIR QUALITY ASSESSMENT
YES NO N/A COMMENTS
Is someone designated to develop and implement an indoor air
quality management plan for your school district?

X

Does your district have an indoor air quality management plan
that includes steps for preventing and resolving indoor air
quality problems?
Are school buildings inspected once or twice each year for
conditions that may lead to indoor air quality problems?

X

Is a preventive maintenance schedule established and in
operation for the heating, ventilation, and air conditioning
(HVAC) system? Is the schedule in accordance with the
manufacturer's recommendations or accepted practice for the
HVAC system?
Does the HVAC preventive maintenance schedule include the
following?: checking and/or changing air filters and belts,
lubricating equipment parts, checking the motors, and
confirming that all equipment is in operating order.

X
X

X

Is the maintenance schedule updated to show all maintenance
performed on the building systems?

X

Does the maintenance schedule include the dates that the
building systems maintenance was performed and the names
of the persons or companies performing the work?

X

Are maintenance schedules retained for at least three years?
Are damaged or inoperable components of the HVAC system
replaced or repaired as appropriate?

X
X
X

Are reservoirs or parts of the HVAC system with standing
water checked visually for microbial growth?
Are water leaks that could promote growth of biologic agents
promptly repaired?

X

Are damp or wet materials that could promote growth of
biologic agents promptly dried, replaced, removed, or
cleaned?

X
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Information Technology
YES NO N/A COMMENTS
1. Connectivity “speed “ to the Facility:
a. 10 Gbps or greater

X

2. Local area network connectivity “speed “ at the individual building level:
c. 100 Mbps or less

X

3. Wireless Coverage:
a. Facility Wide
b. Secure?

X
X

4. Building cabling:
d. CAT 5

X

5. Security:
a. Access control
b. Video Surveillance
c. Central Communications Systems

X
X

PARTIAL
X

PARTIAL
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SCHOOL SAFETY AUDIT ASSESSMENT
School grounds are fenced.

YES NO N/A COMMENTS
X

There is one clearly marked and designated entrance for visitors

X

Signs are posted for visitors to report to main office through a designated

X

Restricted areas are clearly marked

X

Shrubs and foliage are trimmed to allow for good line of sight. (3'-0"/8'- 0" rule)

X

Shrubs near building have been trimmed "up" to allow view of bottom of building

X

Bus loading and drop-off zones are clearly defined.

X

There is a schedule for maintenance of:

X

a. Outside lights

X

b. Locks/Hardware

X

c. Storage Sheds

X

d. Windows

X

e. Other exterior buildings

X

Parent drop-off and pick-up area is clearly defined.

X

There is adequate lighting around the building.

X

Lighting is provided at entrances and other points of possible intrusion.

X

The school ground is free from trash or debris.

X

The school is free of graffiti.

X

Play areas are fenced.

X

Playground equipment has tamper-proof fasteners

X

Visual surveillance of bicycle racks from main office is possible.

X

Visual surveillance of parking lots from main office is possible

X

Parking lot is lighted properly and all lights are functioning
Accessible lenses are protected by some unbreakable material
Staff and visitor parking has been designated

X
X

Outside hardware has been removed from all doors except at points of entry.

X

Ground floor windows:
a. have no broken panes;

X

b. locking hardware is in working order.

X

Basement windows are protected with grill or well cover.
Doors are locked when classrooms are vacant.

X
X
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SCHOOL SAFETY AUDIT ASSESSMENT CONTIN.
YES NO N/A COMMENTS
High-risk areas are protected by high security locks and an alarm system

X

a. Main office

X

b. Cafeteria

X

c. Computer Labs

X

d. Industrial Arts rooms

X

e. Science labs

X

f. Nurses Office

X

g. Boiler Room

X

h. Electrical Rooms

X

i. Phone line access closet

X

Unused areas of the school can be closed off during after school activities.

X

There is two-way communication between the main office and:
a. Classroom

X

b. Duty stations

X

c. Re-locatable classrooms

X

d. Staff and faculty outside building

X

e. Buses

X

There is a central alarm system in the school. If yes, briefly describe:
The main entrance is visible from the main office.

X

Outdated w/ limited reach
X
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Lincoln Middle School
Item
District Name:
Site Name:
Building Name:
Building ID:
Building Type:
Physical Address of Building:
County:

Data
Oakland SD 1
Lincoln Middle School
Main BLDG A
DOUG_SCH37A
Middle School
521 NE Spruce St.
Douglas

Gross Square Footage:
Site Acreage:
Assessor Company:
Assessor Name:
Contact (Phone):
Contact (E‐Mail):
Date of Assessment:

27,321 SF
61,770 SF
SODERSTROM ARCHITECTS
Henry Fitzgibbon
503‐228‐5617
henry@sdra.com
6/17/2017
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Architectural
Lincoln Middle School built in 1953. The building is a slab on grade with brick clad wood framed walls
and a wood framed roof. The building scored a 1.3 on the DOGAMI study and has a moderate risk of
earthquake collapse. We recommend an ASCE 14‐13 study of this building to determine the appropriate
repairs and costs to stabilize it.
1. The west wing of the building was built at a later date and is in good condition. The RVS score for
the addition is 3.3.
2. Exterior Finishes: The building is in moderate to good condition. Roofing & Flashing: There were
no observed active leaks. The building has an asphalt shingle roof approximately 20 years old.
The roof may last another 5 years.
3. Interior Finishes: There are many cracked floor tiles. There are some stained and cracked ceiling
tiles. Carpeting is worn and in need of replacement. The gym is too small and has no daylighting.
4. Code Issues: The building is not sprinklered.
5. ADA Compliance: The building is not fully ADA compliant. Issues such as restroom grab bars, fire
alarm enunciators, lever handle hardware and door approaches will need to be considered in any
major renovation or addition.
6. Energy Performance: The building does not meet current standards for wall or roof insulation.
Most windows are single glazed.
Structural
MEP
HVAC:


The campus is served by a Pacific, gas fired, steam boiler that has reached end of life and become a
maintenance headache. The Annex is currently disengaged from this system and served by split
system heat pumps (Daikin).



In general, the HVAC steam system has exceeded the end of useful life and should be updated. The
pneumatic controls are inefficient/leaking/non‐functioning and it is reported that the building is
being operated without time schedule, optimum start or reset. This is a huge waste of energy and
a high priority for upgrade.

Electrical:


Exterior lighting is minimal and does not meet IES recommended light levels for security and
liability. Recommend adding LED luminaries to reduce energy and increase lamp life.



Interior fluorescent lighting has been upgraded to T8 fluorescents. This does not meet code for
control relating to occupancy sensors and daylight control. In addition, current technology utilizes
LED lighting to enhance energy savings and increase luminaire / lamp life.



The main electrical panel in the main building was replaced when the HVAC was replaced and no
replacement is recommended at this time.



The shop electrical panels/switchgear is old and beyond useful life and should be replaced.
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The main distribution panel and associated branch panels are old and in need of replacement.

Plumbing:


The water piping system is galvanized and it is recommended that the water piping be upgraded
to PEX and/or copper.



In general, the plumbing fixtures are dated but in serviceable shape. Throughout the school fixture
trim is dated and a mixture of various types and manufacture. ADA accessibility is lacking and
needs to be addressed. Due to the uneven terrain and number of stairs on this campus, ADA
fixtures (and programs) may need to be located in a specific area.



The kitchen is abandoned.
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ADA ASSESSMENT
YES
There is at least 1 route from site arrival points that does not require the use of
stairs.
If parking is provided for the public, there are adequate number of accessible
spaces provide (1 per 25).

X

There is at least 1 van accessible parking space among the accessible spaces.

X

NO

X

The slope of the accessible parking spaces and access aisles is no steeper than
1:48 in all directions.

X

The access aisles adjoin an accessible route.

X

Accessible spaces are identified with a sign that includes the International
Symbol of Accessibility.
There are signs reading "van accessible" at van accessible spaces.

X

If the accessible route crosses a curb, there is a curb ramp.

X

X

Ramps are sloped no greater than 1:12.

X

The main entrance is accessible.

X

If the main entrance is not accessible, there is an alternative accessible entrance.

X

The alternative accessible entrance can be used independently and during the
same hours as the main entrance.

X

All inaccessible entrances have signs with the International Symbol of
Accessibility indicating the location of the nearest accessible entrance.

X

The door is equipped with hardware, including locks, that is operable with one
hand and does not require tight grasping, pinching, or twisting of the wrist.

X

The operable parts of the door hardware are no less than 34" and no greater than
48" above the floor or ground surface.
In locker rooms, there is at least one room with a bench.

X

At least one toilet room is accessible (either one for each sex or one unisex).
There are signs with the International Symbol of Accessibility at inaccessible
toilet rooms that give directions to accessible toilet rooms.
There is a route to the accessible toilet room(s) that does not include stairs.

X
X
X
X

The door is equipped with hardware that is operable with one hand and does not
require tight grasping, pinching, or twisting of the wrist.
The operable parts of the door hardware are no less than 34" and no greater than
48" above the floor or ground surface.
The door can be opened easily (5 lbs. maximum force).
Lighting controls are operable with one hand and without tight grasping,
pinching, or twisting of the wrist.
Mounted switches are no less than 34" and no greater than 48" above the floor
or ground surface.

N/A COMMENTS

X

X
X
X
X
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HARMFUL SUBSTANCES ASSESSMENT
YES

NO

N/A COMMENTS

Lead
Has your facility been assessed for lead? If so when?

X

Is there lead in your facility?

X

Is lead abatement included in your future bond plans?

X

Asbestos
Has your facility been assessed for asbestos? If so when?
Is there asbestos in your facility?

X
X

Is asbestos abatement included in your future bond plans?

X

Mold
Has your facility been assessed for mold? If so when?
Is there mold in your facility?
Is mold abatement included in your future bond plans?
Water Quality
Has your facility been assessed for water quality (lead, etc)?
If so when?
Is there a water quality concern in your facility?
Is water treatment included in your future bond plans?

X
X
X

PCBs
Has your facility been assessed for PCBs? If so when?

X

Are there PCBs in your facility?

X

Is PCB abatement included in your future bond plans?

X

Radon
Has your facility been assessed for Radon? If so when?

X

Is there Radon in your facility?

X

Is Radon management included in your future bond plans?

X
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INDOOR AIR QUALITY ASSESSMENT
YES NO N/A COMMENTS
Is someone designated to develop and implement an indoor air
quality management plan for your school district?

X

Does your district have an indoor air quality management plan
that includes steps for preventing and resolving indoor air
quality problems?
Are school buildings inspected once or twice each year for
conditions that may lead to indoor air quality problems?

X

Is a preventive maintenance schedule established and in
operation for the heating, ventilation, and air conditioning
(HVAC) system? Is the schedule in accordance with the
manufacturer's recommendations or accepted practice for the
HVAC system?
Does the HVAC preventive maintenance schedule include the
following?: checking and/or changing air filters and belts,
lubricating equipment parts, checking the motors, and
confirming that all equipment is in operating order.

X
X

X

Is the maintenance schedule updated to show all maintenance
performed on the building systems?

X

Does the maintenance schedule include the dates that the
building systems maintenance was performed and the names
of the persons or companies performing the work?

X

Are maintenance schedules retained for at least three years?
Are damaged or inoperable components of the HVAC system
replaced or repaired as appropriate?

X
X
X

Are reservoirs or parts of the HVAC system with standing
water checked visually for microbial growth?
Are water leaks that could promote growth of biologic agents
promptly repaired?

X

Are damp or wet materials that could promote growth of
biologic agents promptly dried, replaced, removed, or
cleaned?

X
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Information Technology
YES NO N/A COMMENTS
1. Connectivity “speed “ to the Facility:
a. 10 Gbps or greater

X

2. Local area network connectivity “speed “ at the individual building level:
c. 100 Mbps or less

X

3. Wireless Coverage:
a. Facility Wide
b. Secure?

X
X

4. Building cabling:
d. CAT 5

X

5. Security:
a. Access control
b. Video Surveillance
c. Central Communications Systems

X
X

PARTIAL
X

PARTIAL
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SCHOOL SAFETY AUDIT ASSESSMENT
School grounds are fenced.

YES NO N/A COMMENTS
X

There is one clearly marked and designated entrance for visitors

X

Signs are posted for visitors to report to main office through a designated

X

Restricted areas are clearly marked

X

Shrubs and foliage are trimmed to allow for good line of sight. (3'-0"/8'- 0" rule)

X

Shrubs near building have been trimmed "up" to allow view of bottom of building

X

Bus loading and drop-off zones are clearly defined.

X

There is a schedule for maintenance of:

X

a. Outside lights

X

b. Locks/Hardware

X

c. Storage Sheds

X

d. Windows

X

e. Other exterior buildings

X

Parent drop-off and pick-up area is clearly defined.

X

There is adequate lighting around the building.

X

Lighting is provided at entrances and other points of possible intrusion.

X

The school ground is free from trash or debris.

X

The school is free of graffiti.

X

Play areas are fenced.

X

Playground equipment has tamper-proof fasteners

X

Visual surveillance of bicycle racks from main office is possible.

X

Visual surveillance of parking lots from main office is possible

X

Parking lot is lighted properly and all lights are functioning
Accessible lenses are protected by some unbreakable material
Staff and visitor parking has been designated

X
X

Outside hardware has been removed from all doors except at points of entry.

X

Ground floor windows:
a. have no broken panes;

X

b. locking hardware is in working order.

X

Basement windows are protected with grill or well cover.
Doors are locked when classrooms are vacant.

X
X
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SCHOOL SAFETY AUDIT ASSESSMENT CONTIN.
YES NO N/A COMMENTS
High-risk areas are protected by high security locks and an alarm system

X

a. Main office

X

b. Cafeteria

X

c. Computer Labs

X

d. Industrial Arts rooms

X

e. Science labs

X

f. Nurses Office

X

g. Boiler Room

X

h. Electrical Rooms

X

i. Phone line access closet

X

Unused areas of the school can be closed off during after school activities.

X

There is two-way communication between the main office and:
a. Classroom

X

b. Duty stations

X

c. Re-locatable classrooms

X

d. Staff and faculty outside building

X

e. Buses

X

There is a central alarm system in the school. If yes, briefly describe:
The main entrance is visible from the main office.

X

Outdated w/ limited reach
X
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Architectural
Oakland Washington School GYM was built in at the turn of the last century. It has a relatively new roof.
The building did not receive an RVS score from DOGAMI. The building is a wood frame with long span
wood trusses and a concrete foundation. There are two basement areas with exit issues. The slab on
grade of the basements is badly cracked. Because this building is in very poor condition; we recommend
selling the property and moving the middle school games to a new athletic center near Lincoln.
1. Exterior Finishes: The building is in very poor condition. The siding has failed. The exterior doors
& windows are all in poor condition.
2. Roofing & Flashing: There were no observed active leaks. The building has a standing seam metal
roof approximately 5 years old. The roof may last another 60 years.
3. Interior Finishes: There are many cracked floor tiles. There are some stained and cracked ceiling
tiles. Basement floor slabs are cracked.
4. Code Issues: The building is not sprinklered.
5. ADA Compliance: The building is not ADA compliant. Access to the restrooms is impossible.
SODERSTROM ARCHITECTS
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6. Energy Performance: The building does not meet current standards for wall or roof insulation.
The windows are single glazed.
Structural


The building did not receive and RVS score. However, it is evident that the building would
perform very badly in an earthquake.



Extensive dry rot damage is evident. The siding is rotten as well as a significant portion of the sub‐
structure. There are large cracks in the foundation walls and floor slabs. The foundation walls are
probably unreinforced. It is likely that the cost of replacement may be less than the repair.

MEP


No MEP walkthrough was done for this building. However, the HVAC systems are all well beyond
their anticipated life span. The Mechanical systems are probably very inefficient. Plumbing is
galvanized iron pipe. Electrical panel boards are very old and finding replacement parts is
dubious.
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August 11, 2017

Mr. Henry Fitzgibbon
Soderstrom Architects
1200 NW Naito Parkway
Suite 410
Portland, OR 97209

RE:

Oakland School District Facilities Assessment
catena project number: 2017092.00

Dear Henry:
As part of the facilities condition assessments Soderstrom Architects is performing for the
Oakland School District, you asked us to perform structural condition assessments of the schools
and facilities included in this report. Our evaluation included a review of available architectural
and structural design drawings, and a review of any available FEMA 154 Rapid Visual Screening
of Buildings for Potential Seismic Hazards report cards completed by others in 2006 on behalf of
the Oregon Department of Geology and Mineral Industry (DOGAMI) Statewide Seismic Needs
Assessment. On July 18, 2017, we conducted a field reconnaissance with Mr. Leon Rossen and
Ms. Patti Lovemark of the District to observe the general physical status of the building structures
and to corroborate the information shown on the original design drawings and FEMA 154 report
cards. Based upon the general configuration of the buildings observed during our field
reconnaissance, it is our opinion that those as-constructed buildings observed are likely in
general conformance with the information shown in the original drawings provided to us.
Building structural components that were concealed within architectural finishes were not
observed.
We provide below an assessment of structural deficiencies that should be addressed or would
need to be addressed in the context of a remodel, the scope of which is yet to be defined.
Except as noted, we observed very little distress to structural components; therefore, much of our
findings that follow are related to seismic resistance.

Oakland Elementary School
Building Structure Description:
There are three primary building structures on the Oakland Elementary School campus – the
Classroom & Academic Building, the Multi-Purpose Building, and the Covered Play Structure.
The school is located at 499 NE Spruce Street in Oakland, Oregon.
The Classroom & Academic Building, originally constructed in 1975, is a single-story structure
that consists of a shallow reinforced concrete foundation system, perimeter reinforced CMU
pilasters and reinforced CMU bearing walls with punched openings, and interior steel pipe
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columns and wood stud walls. The ground floor consists of a reinforced concrete slab on
grade. Roof construction consists of 3x tongue-and-groove decking over plywood supported
by open web wood joists, sawn lumber joists, and glued-laminated timber beams. A singlestory classroom addition was constructed at the northern end of the building in 1976. Its
construction matched that of the original building.
The Multi-Purpose Building, constructed in 1975, is a single-story wedding cake-style structure
with a gymnasium occupying most of the building’s footprint, situated against the north and
west walls. On the south and east sides, the building roof steps from low to high; on the north
and west sides, the building rises in a continuous vertical fashion throughout the height of the
structure. The foundation system consists of reinforced concrete spread and strip footings,
supporting perimeter reinforced CMU bearing walls and reinforced CMU pilasters on the west
side of the building. At the upper portion of the building, the walls transition to wood studs
with exterior plywood sheathing. The ground floor consists of a reinforced concrete slab on
grade, and the roof consists of plywood sheathing supported by open metal-web wood
joists. A mezzanine, located in the northwest corner of the building, is constructed of 3x
tongue-and-groove decking over wood beams supported by wood posts. A covered
walkway abuts the southeast exterior of the building and is comprised of 3x tongue-andgroove decking over glued-laminated timber beams situated atop wood posts.
The Covered Play Area, constructed in1975, lies between the Elementary School Building
and the Multi-Purpose Building, and was originally constructed with a seismic gap,
separating it from each adjacent structure. Its foundation system consists of reinforced
concrete spread footings, which support crucifix-shaped reinforced CMU columns. Gluedlaminated timber beams run across the columns and support the roof above, constructed of
3x tongue-and-groove decking. Plywood sheathing was added atop the decking sometime
after the original construction, likely during re-roofing.
Other small buildings, portables, sheds, or accessory structures on the Elementary School
campus not specifically mentioned above were not reviewed and are outside the scope of
this assessment.
Documentation Review:
We reviewed the following materials documenting the building structure:
•

Drawing sheets 1 through 19, titled Oakland Elementary School, by Harland, Gessford,
and Erichsen Architects and Engineers, dated November 1974.

•

Drawing sheets 1 through 5, titled Oakland Elementary Classroom Addition, by Harland,
Gessford, and Erichsen Architects and Engineers, dated January 5, 1976.

•

FEMA 154 Rapid Visual Screening of Buildings for Potential Seismic Hazards report card
completed in 2006 as part of the Oregon Department of Geology and Mineral Industry
(DOGAMI) Statewide Seismic Needs Assessment.

Observed or Potential Structural Deficiencies:
No visible signs of structural damage or distress were observed to any of the three structures
on the Oakland Elementary School campus during our field reconnaissance.
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Since the original construction of the campus, the knowledge of the seismicity in the area
has increased significantly and there has been considerable advancement in codemandated seismic detailing. Therefore, seismic vulnerabilities are anticipated.
Through the FEMA 154 efforts completed on behalf of DOGAMI in 2006, primary building
components were evaluated and assigned RVS scores. The results are as follows:
Building
Classroom & Academic
Multi-Purpose
Covered Play

RVS Score
2.3
1.3
N/A

Collapse Probability
<1%
5.0%
>>>>>Unknown

The collapse probabilities presented above represent the chance of structural collapse
during a “maximum considered earthquake” expected to recur every 2,500 years. Note that
FEMA recommends buildings with final RVS scores of 2.0 or less be investigated further using
the evaluation procedures of ASCE/SEI 41-13 Seismic Evaluation and Retrofit of Existing
Buildings. A more thorough evaluation in accordance with ASCE/SEI 41-13 is beyond the
scope of this facilities conditions assessment, and to the best of our knowledge has not been
completed. Please note that FEMA 154 scoring is by nature cursory and inexact, is prone to
error should the evaluator be inexperienced, and can therefore at times lead to incorrect
conclusions regarding seismic risk.
Some potential seismic-related structural deficiencies were identified through our cursory
review of the original drawings and our field reconnaissance. These include, but are not
necessarily limited to, the following:
•

Although CMU the walls and their openings are reinforced, the amount of reinforcement
around the openings of the CMU walls at the Classroom & Academic Building is likely
inadequate for resisting lateral loads during a seismic event.

•

Shelving within the storage room of the Multi-Purpose building, located in the northeast
corner of the structure, is unanchored to the wall. This could present a falling hazard
during a seismic event.

•

A fire line in the storage room is unbraced. This may be acceptable given its proximity to
the ceiling, however further investigation would be necessary to determine the need for
bracing.

•

A mezzanine supporting a generator in the northwest corner of the Multi-Purpose Building
is wood decking without supplemental wood structural panel sheathing overlay, and
therefore has very little in-plane diaphragm shear resistance. Furthermore, there appears
to be a lack of any lateral resistance along the south edge of the mezzanine.

•

We understand a new door opening was added to the CMU wall in the kitchen of the
Multi-Purpose Building; if not previously evaluated by a structural engineer, this new wall
opening may have inadvertently weakened the seismic resistance of this CMU wall.
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•

The pilasters on the west side of the Multi-Purpose Building that extend from floor to roof
may have inadequate anchorage to the roof joists.

•

The partial-height CMU walls at the north and west sides of the Multi-Purpose Building
appear to have insufficient out-of-plane seismic resistance given the minimal size of the
footings that support them. These partial-height CMU walls support the wood-framed
walls above, and an instability may result from out-of-plane seismic forces..

•

The plywood overlay atop the roof of the covered play structure appears to have closed
the seismic gap between the Classroom & Academic Building and the Covered Play
Structure when added. Damage may result during a large earthquake as these two
structures can no longer behave independently as intended.

•

The width of the seismic gap between the Multi-Purpose Building and the Covered Play
Structure may be inadequate. As a result, these two structures may be subject to
pounding damage when subjected to a large earthquake.

For buildings with this type of construction and vintage, the following seismic deficiencies
may also be found to exist with a more thorough evaluation:
•

A lateral system that does not continue all the way from the roof to the foundation
(discontinuous load path).

•

Inadequate anchorage of the tops of CMU walls to the roof to transfer out-of-plane
forces.

•

Inadequate anchorage of the tops of CMU walls to wood-framed wall above to transfer
in-plane forces.

•

Inadequate connection of the roofs and/or mezzanines to the CMU walls to transfer inplane forces.

•

Inadequate CMU reinforcing and/or inadequate lap splices between reinforcing bars.

•

Inadequate strength and stiffness of roof diaphragms.

•

Diaphragm discontinuities, e.g., steps in roof elevations, reentrant (inside) corners, etc.

•

Overstressed wood stud shear walls, e.g. walls that are too short and/or don’t have
structural sheathing.

•

Entry canopies and/or breezeways with inadequate anchorage to adjoining buildings
and no apparent independent lateral system.

The seismic deficiencies noted above could put portions of the buildings at risk of partial
collapse during a major seismic event and thereby endanger the safety of the buildings’
occupants. A more comprehensive structural evaluation – like that of an ASCE/SEI 41-13
evaluation – is necessary to fully identify all potential seismic deficiencies, quantify the risks
associated with them, and determine what retrofit measures may be employed to mitigate
those risks.
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Lincoln Middle School:
Building Structure Description:
There are two primary building structures on the Lincoln Middle School campus – the East
Wing and the West Wing Classroom Addition. The school is located at 931 Old Town Loop Rd
in Oakland, Oregon.
The East Wing was originally built in 1953 and consists of a single-story classroom wing to the
north and a taller gymnasium to the south. A tall brick chimney extends from the boiler room
within the classroom wing. The original classroom wing and gymnasium were built without
structural separation. Drawings for the original East Wing were unavailable for our review.
Based upon observations made during our field reconnaissance, construction of the original
East Wing appears to consist primarily of concrete slab-on-grade, exterior CMU walls clad
with brick veneer, interior wood-framed walls, and wood roof trusses spanning between
exterior walls. In approximately 1975, the gymnasium was extended to the west to provide
space for a new stage. The construction of this gymnasium expansion consists of wood roof
trusses supported by CMU walls clad with brick veneer that sit upon a reinforced concrete
shallow foundation system. There are large glass block clerestory windows between brickclad exterior CMU wall piers along the north side of the gymnasium. We understand from Mr.
Rossen that similar original large glass block windows between exterior CMU wall piers along
the east and west sides of the classroom wing were replaced with wood-framed infill
construction surrounding the smaller operable windows in place today.
The West Wing Classroom Addition was also built in1975. Its construction consists of a shallow
reinforced concrete foundation system, concrete slab-on-grade, full-height exterior CMU
walls clad with brick veneer on the east and west sides, exterior wood-framed walls with
plywood sheathing on the north and south sides, unsheathed interior wood stud walls, and a
plywood sheathed long-span pre-engineered roof truss system.
Other small buildings, portables, sheds, or accessory structures on the Middle School campus
not specifically mentioned above were not reviewed and are outside the scope of this
assessment.
Documentation Review:
We reviewed the following materials documenting the building structure:
•

Drawing sheets 1 through 7, titled Oakland Upper Grade School Locker Classroom and
Stage Addition, by Van Svarverud, Architect, dated November 1969.

•

FEMA 154 Rapid Visual Screening of Buildings for Potential Seismic Hazards report card
completed in 2006 as part of the Oregon Department of Geology and Mineral Industry
(DOGAMI) Statewide Seismic Needs Assessment.

Observed or Potential Structural Deficiencies:
At the East Wing, vertical cracks were observed on the interior face of the north and south
walls in the Gymnasium near the transition between the original gym construction and the
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stage addition. This may be due to differential settlement between the two foundations
systems and/or from shrinkage restraint imposed from the original gym walls on the CMU
walls of the addition following initial construction.
Since the original construction of the campus, the knowledge of the seismicity in the area
has increased significantly and there has been considerable advancement in codemandated seismic detailing. Therefore, seismic vulnerabilities are anticipated.
Through the FEMA 154 efforts completed on behalf of DOGAMI in 2006, primary building
components were evaluated and assigned RVS scores. The results are as follows:
Building
East Wing
West Addition

RVS Score
1.3
3.3

Collapse Probability
5.0%
<1%

The collapse probabilities presented above represent the chance of structural collapse
during a “maximum considered earthquake” expected to recur every 2,500 years. FEMA
recommends buildings with final RVS scores of 2.0 or less be investigated further using the
evaluation procedures of ASCE/SEI 41-13, which can more accurately measure both Life
Safety and Collapse Prevention seismic performance objectives. A more thorough
evaluation in accordance with ASCE/SEI 41-13 is beyond the scope of this facilities conditions
assessment, and to the best of our knowledge has not been completed. Please note that
FEMA 154 scoring is by nature cursory and inexact, is prone to error should the evaluator be
inexperienced, and can therefore at times lead to incorrect conclusions regarding seismic
risk. In the case of the original East Wing, we believe the perimeter CMU walls constructed
during the 1950s were likely unreinforced or under-reinforced, therefore, may have a
significantly higher risk of potential collapse than what is indicated by its RVS score.
Some potential seismic-related structural deficiencies were identified through our field
reconnaissance. These include, but are not necessarily limited to, the following:
•

At the East Wing, the prevalent use of glass block windows in the original construction
may result in inadequate in-plane seismic resistance.

•

There may be inadequate anchorage between the exterior brick veneer and perimeter
structural walls, representing a potential falling hazard.

•

On the south side of the gymnasium, the CMU pilasters between the glass block
clerestory windows may have inadequate strength and anchorage to the roof to
effectively resist out-of-plane loads.

•

At the East Wing, tall trophy cases located in the vestibule between the gym area and
the classroom wing were not anchored to the wall behind. This represents a falling
hazard to building occupants.

•

In the boiler room of the East Wing, the boiler and its dunnage were observed to be
unanchored into the underlying concrete slab. Also in this room, the cast-in-pace
concrete lintel above the exterior door has inadequate anchorage to the adjacent CMU
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wall piers, and may thereby present a falling hazard to occupants trying to exit the room
during a seismic event.
•

At the West Addition, wood beams supporting the breezeway canopy appear to be
anchored into the exterior brick veneer of the perimeter wall. It is unknown whether the
anchorage penetrates through to the structural CMU wall beyond. Brick veneer is a nonstructural element and has no resistance to seismic forces.

•

At the West Addition, tall wood shelves in Room CR12 were not anchored into the CMU
walls behind them. This represents a fall hazard to occupants of this room.

For buildings with this type of construction and vintage, the following seismic deficiencies
may also be found to exist with a more thorough evaluation:
•

A lateral system that does not continue all the way from the roof to the foundation
(discontinuous load path).

•

Unreinforced and/or under-reinforced CMU walls.

•

Inadequate anchorage of the CMU walls into the concrete stem walls or foundation to
transfer in-plane forces.

•

Unsheathed and inadequately anchored wood stud walls.

•

Inadequate anchorage of the roof structure to the CMU bearing walls and pilasters to
transfer out-of-plane and in-plane seismic forces.

•

Inadequate strength and stiffness of roof diaphragms.

•

Diaphragm discontinuities, e.g., different roof elevation in the classroom and gym
portions of the original East Wing, reentrant (inside) corners, etc.

•

Unbraced, unreinforced brick chimneys.

•

Canopies with no apparent independent lateral system.

The seismic deficiencies noted above could put portions of the buildings at risk of partial
collapse during a major seismic event and thereby endanger the safety of the buildings’
occupants. A more comprehensive structural evaluation – like that of an ASCE/SEI 41-13
evaluation – is necessary to fully identify all potential seismic deficiencies, quantify the risks
associated with them, and determine what retrofit measures may be employed to mitigate
those risks.
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Oakland High School:
Building Structure Description:
There are three primary structures on the Oakland High School campus – the Education Wing
to the south, the Gymnasium to the northwest, and the CTE Building to the northeast. The
school campus is located at 521 NE Spruce St in Oakland, Oregon.
The single-story Education Wing was originally built in 1953. The L-shaped structure has two
wings – one to the north (i.e., North Wing) and one to the east (i.e., East Wing). The
construction consists of a shallow lightly-reinforced concrete foundation system, a concrete
slab-on-grade, CMU perimeter walls, interior wood-framed walls, structural steel pipe
columns, solid sawn and glued-laminated timber beams, and sheathing atop prefabricated
long-span roof trusses. In 1964, a four-classroom building addition was constructed,
extending the East Wing further to the west. The construction of this addition matches that of
the original. In 1997, the original large glass block windows on the north and south faces of
the East Wing were removed and infilled with large, modern windows on the north face and
with wood-framing and smaller windows on the south face.
The gymnasium was constructed in 1974 and consists of a shallow lightly-reinforced concrete
foundation system with a reinforced concrete slab-on-grade, perimeter reinforced CMU
walls, perimeter wood stud walls in the high roof area, interior solid sawn posts and reinforced
CMU bearing walls, glued-laminated timber beams, 2x purlins and tongue-and-groove
decking, and solid plywood sheathing atop open metal-web wood joists supporting the
upper roof. In 2010, the roofs over the shower room and restrooms were renovated to
support a new HVAC unit, replacing a portion of the original roof joists with plywood
sheathing atop glued-laminated timber beams and 2x8 sawn joists.
The single-story CTE Building consists of three connected structures built in different years –
the Shop Building (consisting of a wood shop and a metal shop) in 1954, a Single Classroom
Addition sometime between 1954 to 1975, and an Arts and Crafts Room in 1975. Available
drawings for the original shop were limited to a single foundation plan. According to the
plan, the original Shop was built with a shallow reinforced concrete foundation system and a
reinforced concrete slab-on-grade underlying exterior unreinforced CMU bearing walls clad
with brick veneer. Based on observations made during our field reconnaissance, the roof
structure of the Shop appears to be tongue-and-groove decking over solid sawn beams in
the lower roof portion of the building (i.e., wood shop) and similar decking over long-span
pre-engineered open-web roof joists in the upper roof portion of the building (i.e., metal
shop). In the metal shop, near the transition between the two shops, a partial height CMU
wall rises just beneath the wood truss, possibly supporting one edge of a wood-framed
mezzanine that extends south into the wood shop. The other edge of the mezzanine
appears to be supported by wood hangers suspending from metal claps on the solid sawn
beams in the wood shop.
No drawings are available for the Classroom Addition. Based on observation, its exterior walls
are CMU, likely unreinforced. A drop-down acoustic ceiling prevents visual access to
ascertain roof construction; however, we believe it to consist of tongue-and-groove decking,
wood purlins and long-span timber beams. The construction of the Arts and Crafts Room
consists of a concrete slab-on-grade, perimeter CMU stem walls upon which sit wood frame
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walls, interior CMU walls, glued-laminated timber beams and sawn joists topped with
plywood sheathing (on the east side) or plywood sheathing atop metal-web wood joists (in
the main room).
Other small buildings, portables, sheds, or accessory structures on the High School campus
not specifically mentioned above were not reviewed and are outside the scope of this
assessment.
Documentation Review:
We reviewed the following materials documenting the building structures:
•

Drawing sheets 1 through 4, titled Oakland High School, by Freeman & Hayslip,
Associated Architects, dated January 20, 1949.

•

Drawing sheets 1 through 4, titled Four Classroom Add. To Oakland High School, by
Freeman, Hayslip & Tuft, Associated Architects, dated January 26, 1951.

•

Drawing sheet 2, titled Oakland High School Addition, by Freeman, Hayslip & Tuft,
Associated Architects, dated June 1, 1953.

•

Drawing sheet 1 through 12, titled Oakland High School Gymnasium, by HG&E, dated
October 1974.

•

FEMA 154 Rapid Visual Screening of Buildings for Potential Seismic Hazards report card
completed in 2006 as part of the Oregon Department of Geology and Mineral Industry
(DOGAMI) Statewide Seismic Needs Assessment.

Observed or Potential Structural Deficiencies:
At the Education Wing, there is a steady and progressive drop in elevation of the corridor
floor towards the west; this is likely due to settlement of the underlying soil. Vertical cracks in
the CMU wall near the joint between the North and the East Wings were observed, most
likely due to stress from differential settlement between the two wings. We understand the
headers above the lockers, while non-load-bearing, have experienced a significant amount
of creep-related deflection over time; these headers were likely undersized.
At the Gymnasium, small cracking and signs of efflorescence were observed at the CMU
walls in the boy’s locker room. Efflorescence occurs when moisture dissolves alkali sulfates
within masonry, migrates to an exposed face through natural pores, then dries to leave the
visible salts. The presence of efflorescence is generally not indicative of a structural issue;
however, left unchecked, ongoing moisture within masonry walls may degrade the block,
grout, and/or mortar, and may lead to corrosion of the reinforcing. Therefore, we
recommend that continual maintenance of paints, sealers and/or flashing occur to prevent
rain from penetrating through the exterior face of CMU. A somewhat regular pattern of stair
step cracking was observed on the exterior faces of many of the perimeter CMU walls. We
believe this cracking to be the result of the complete lack of vertical control joints within the
CMU walls. In our opinion, the observed cracking does not adversely affect the structural
performance of the CMU walls.
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Through the FEMA 154 efforts completed on behalf of DOGAMI in 2006, primary building
components were evaluated and assigned RVS scores. The results are as follows:
Building
Education Wing
Gymnasium
CTE Building

RVS Score
1.3
1.3
1.3

Collapse Probability
5.0%
5.0%
5.0%

The collapse probabilities presented above represent the chance of structural collapse
during a “maximum considered earthquake” expected to recur every 2,500 years. FEMA
recommends buildings with final RVS scores of 2.0 or less be investigated further using the
evaluation procedures of ASCE/SEI 41-13, which can more accurately measure both Life
Safety and Collapse Prevention seismic performance objectives. A more thorough
evaluation in accordance with ASCE/SEI 41-13 is beyond the scope of this facilities conditions
assessment, and to the best of our knowledge has not been completed. Please note that
FEMA 154 scoring is by nature cursory and inexact, is prone to error should the evaluator be
inexperienced, and can therefore at times lead to incorrect conclusions regarding seismic
risk. In the case of Oakland High School, we believe the CTE Building, because it’s walls are
likely unreinforced or under-reinforced, may have a significantly higher risk of potential
collapse than what is indicated by its RVS score.
Some potential seismic-related structural deficiencies were identified through our field
reconnaissance. These include, but are not necessarily limited to, the following:
•

The prevalent use of open-front construction with windows along the south/north/east
side of the Education Wing and along the east side of the Art and Craft Addition of CTE
building may result in inadequate seismic resistance in the longitudinal direction of these
buildings.

•

At the Education Wing, the west entry canopy appears to be inadequately anchored for
both in-plane and out-of-plane seismic forces.

•

At the Education Wing, none of the interior wood-framed walls are sheathed with
structural wood panel sheathing. Therefore, these walls would provide very little in-plane
resistance during a seismic event.

•

Within the classrooms of the Education Wing, lateral bracing was not present for the light
fixtures, TV sets or acoustic ceiling panels.

•

At the Gymnasium, musical instruments in the shelves may not be secured and can
present a falling hazard during a seismic event.

•

At the CTE building, scattered partial height CMU walls in the metal shop, serving as room
partitions, were not braced for out-of-plane forces.

•

At the CTE building, the electrical devices for controlling the loading dock door in the
metal shop was observed hanging from roof trusses without any lateral bracing. The lack
of bracing could impart undesirable forces on the above roof truss during a seismic
event.
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•

At the northeast corner of the Art and Crafts Addition of the CTE building, unbraced and
unreinforced brick piers and lintels were observed at the northeast entry/exit vestibule.
This presents a significant falling hazard and may block a critical exit point during a
seismic event.

For buildings with this type of construction and vintage, the following seismic deficiencies
may also be found to exist with a more thorough evaluation:
•

A lateral system that does not continue all the way from the roof to the foundation
(discontinuous load path).

•

Unreinforced and/or under-reinforced CMU walls.

•

Inadequate anchorage of the CMU walls into the concrete stem walls or foundations to
transfer in-plane forces.

•

Unsheathed and inadequately anchored wood stud walls.

•

Inadequate anchorage of the roof construction to the CMU bearing walls to transfer outof-plane and in-plane seismic forces.

•

Inadequate strength and stiffness of roof and floor diaphragms.

•

Diaphragm discontinuities, e.g., lower elevation at the corridor, reentrant corners, etc.

•

Mezzanines (partial floors) that have an incomplete lateral system, e.g., shear walls do
not occur on all four sides of the mezzanine.

•

There may be inadequate anchorage between the exterior brick veneer and perimeter
structural walls, representing a potential falling hazard.

•

Unbraced and unreinforced brick chimneys.

•

Entry canopies and/or breezeways with inadequate anchorage to adjoining buildings
and no apparent independent lateral system.

•

Inadequately anchored and/or braced electrical devices, conduits, lighting fixtures,
acoustic ceiling panels and other storage furniture to adjacent structural elements.

The seismic deficiencies noted above could put portions of the buildings at risk of partial
collapse during a major seismic event and thereby endanger the safety of the buildings’
occupants. A more comprehensive structural evaluation – like that of an ASCE/SEI 41-13
evaluation – is necessary to fully identify all potential seismic deficiencies, quantify the risks
associated with them, and determine what retrofit measures may be employed to mitigate
those risks.
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Washington School Gymnasium
Building Structure Description:
The Washington School Gymnasium sits behind Oakland City Hall, located at 637 Locust
Street in Oakland, Oregon. The building, along with the Oakland City Hall (the original
schoolhouse, built in 1910), is believed to have once been part of the original Washington
School campus. The date of construction is unknown. Drawings showing the original
construction of the building were not available for our review.
The building is a single story over most of its footprint, with a partial basement along the north
side. The basement appears to have originally contained locker room, restroom and shower
spaces. The gymnasium floor is elevated and assumed to consist of tongue-and-groove
decking over floor joists supported by a wood post-and-beam system atop shallow concrete
spread footings and a perimeter concrete stem wall. The exterior grade slopes down from
south to north, and the perimeter stem walls step down accordingly to form the partial
basement. The floors of the basement consist of a concrete slab on grade. The south
basement wall is believed to be of concrete construction, perhaps retaining soil over some
or all of its height.
Exterior and interior walls are typically of straight-sheathed wood-framed construction.
Exterior walls are clad with wood lap siding. The attic was inaccessible during our site
observation; however, due to the hip and gable roof form and the column-free span over
the gymnasium floor, we believe the roof construction to consist of wood trusses and skipsheathed wood decking.
Documentation Review:
No drawings were available for review of this building.
A FEMA 154 report card for the Washington School Gymnasium was not found within the
DOGAMI database.
Observed or Potential Structural Deficiencies:
Extensive dry rot damage was observed within the exterior wood siding and could be
observed to extend to the underlying structural wall framing in some locations.
Large cracks in the foundation wall on the east side of the building were observed. Given
the width of the cracks, we believe there to be no horizontal reinforcement in these walls.
These cracks most likely originated due to concrete shrinkage during original construction,
but perhaps have worsened over time due to settlement or adjacent soil erosion.
Cracks of similar size were also observed within the slabs on grade at the two basement
locker room areas of the building. We believe the cause of these cracks to be due to
settlement and/or erosion of the soil below.
Since the original construction of the building, the knowledge of the seismicity in the area
has increased significantly and there has been considerable advancement in codemandated seismic detailing. Therefore, seismic vulnerabilities are anticipated.
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Some potential seismic-related structural deficiencies were identified through our field
reconnaissance. These include, but are not necessarily limited to, the following:
•

There are relatively large air-handling units suspended from the ceiling above the
entryway and egress doors. These units were unbraced and may represent a fall risk.

•

Clay tile walls were observed in the basement areas. The brittle and unreinforced
construction of clay tile wall present an inherent out-of-plane seismic risk of collapse.

For buildings with this type of construction and vintage, the following seismic deficiencies
may also be found to exist with a more thorough evaluation:
•

A lateral system that does not continue all the way from the roof to the foundation
(discontinuous load path).

•

Inadequate anchorage of the tops of the wood stud walls to the roof to transfer out-ofplane forces.

•

Inadequate connection of the wood stud walls to the concrete stem walls or foundation
to transfer in-plane forces.

•

Inadequate concrete reinforcing and/or inadequate lap splices between reinforcing
bars.

•

Unsheathed and/or inadequately anchored wood stud cripple walls.

•

Inadequate strength and stiffness of roof and floor diaphragms.

•

Diaphragm discontinuities, e.g., steps in roof elevations, reentrant (inside) corners, etc.

•

Entry canopies and/or breezeways with inadequate anchorage to adjoining buildings
and no apparent independent lateral system.

The seismic deficiencies noted above could put portions of the buildings at risk of partial
collapse during a major seismic event and thereby endanger the safety of the buildings’
occupants. A more comprehensive structural evaluation – like that of an ASCE/SEI 41-13
evaluation – is necessary to fully identify all potential seismic deficiencies, quantify the risks
associated with them, and determine what retrofit measures may be employed to mitigate
those risks.
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The opinions and recommendations presented in this assessment report were developed with
the care commonly used as the state of practice of the profession within the scope limitations
mentioned above. No other warranties are included, either expressed or implied, as to the
professional advice included in this report. This report has been prepared for Soderstrom
Architects and its assigns to be used solely in the evaluation of the buildings addressed herein.
If the District is interested in a more comprehensive structural evaluation and/or retrofit of their
schools, we are happy to present a proposal for that scope of work. Feel free to contact us if
you have any questions.
Sincerely,
catena consulting engineers

Jason Thompson, P.E., S.E.
Principal

6915 S.W. Macadam Avenue, Suite 200, Portland, OR 97219
Phone: 503-892-1188 FAX: 503-892-1190

Oakland School District
Oakland, Oregon
Mechanical and Electrical Systems Report
August 1, 2017
GENERAL
Oakland is located approximately 50 miles south of Eugene and 3 miles north of Sutherlin on Interstate 5.
The population is approximately 1,000. The Oakland SD is seeking upgrade to their school buildings and is
planning for a bond measure along with State of Oregon matching funds.
On July 8, 2017, MKE & Associates, consulting engineers, conducting a walk-through of the school
buildings to assess existing conditions and prepare a report of mechanical and electrical upgrade needs.
This report is limited to those portions of the systems readily observable. There is no guarantee that all
deficiencies have been discovered or addressed. Oakland maintenance also attended the walk and offered
insight on the history and condition of the mechanical and electrical systems. School was out for summer
break at the time of the visit.
OAKLAND HIGH SCHOOL
The high school building services freshman through senior high school aged students. Total population is
about 200 students. The High School was constructed in 1948 with a small wing addition done in 1964.
Total area is about 21,000 SF. The school shares a site with the Elementary School and Middle School.
There is an attached Gymnasium (1974 – original burnt) and a separate Multi-Purpose building (1975) that
serves as a Cafeteria for K-12 and Gymnasium for K-8.
Fire Protection:
With the exception of a small concessions area, the HS is not sprinkled and the addition of sprinklers is not
recommended. This will allow use of funds in fire alarming and other areas of need. The Multi-Purpose
stage has fire sprinkling.
Plumbing:
The piping system is predominantly the original galvanized in the school. There have been continuing
failures and replacement with copper. No lead issues have been discovered by the staff. Because of the
age of the piping system, it is recommended that the water piping be upgraded to PEX and/or copper.
Newer electric water heaters have been installed throughout the campus.
The main water supply for the HS is 2-inch and enters at the Girl’s Locker. This service is undersized per
code, but no performance problems were noted. Water heaters serving the Lockers are old and don’t meet
demand.
In general, the plumbing fixtures are dated but in serviceable shape. Throughout the school fixture trim is
dated and a mixture of various types and manufacture. ADA accessibility has been addressed in the past.
Continued, next page…
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Plumbing (continued):
Water closets are 3-gallon per flush and replacement to water conserving type would be desirable but not a
high priority.
The kitchen is located in the Multi-Purpose Building as is dated although still performing satisfactorily. New
water piping is recommended.
The Science class fixtures are in need of upgrade. Gas service is by exterior propane tank.
The Shop areas lack functional eye-wash stations. Plumbing fixtures require upgrade.
HVAC:
The high school was upgraded to split system heat pumps in 2011 (Mitsubishi) and serve the corridors and
classrooms. At that time, the boiler heating system was abandoned. Asbestos remains on the piping
system but is located in inaccessible areas. The heat pumps lack capacity to heat in the winter time and
supplemental electric ceiling heaters were added to compensate.
The existing classroom ventilation system (100% OSA) is not operating. Attic ventilation fan units were
disabled when the boilers were abandoned. Ventilation is possible through operable windows, which are
sufficient to meet code in most, but not all, cases. Science exhaust should be added.
The Gym has four (4) gas-fired rooftop units that are in fair condition.
The Shops (1974) are not sufficiently ventilated in general. The heating equipment is newer gas unit
heaters in the Wood Shop. This equipment is already clogging with wood dust due to lack of filtration. The
Welding Shop has split system HVAC units in fair condition. Filtration upgrades are recommended in this
space as well.
The ventilation system to the Band Room is undersized and not functional.
There is natural gas available to the site at the back of the Gym.
Electrical:
Exterior lighting is minimal and does not meet IES recommended light levels for security and liability.
Recommend adding LED luminaires to reduce energy and increase lamp life.
Interior fluorescent lighting has been upgraded to T8 fluorescents. This does not meet code for control
relating to occupancy sensors and daylight control.
In addition, current technology utilizes LED lighting to enhance energy savings and increase luminaire/lamp
life.
The main electrical panel in the main building was replaced when the HVAC was replaced and no
replacement is recommended at this time.
The shop electrical panels/switchgear is old and beyond useful life and should be replaced.
Continued, next page…
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Estimated Construction Costs: (All Items Considered Immediate Needs)
Class Room Ventilation Upgrades:
New Water Piping:
New Plumbing Fixtures:
Shop Vent/HVAC:
Science Room Fixtures:
Security:
Power Distribution:
Lighting:
Total:

$130,000
$100,000
$30,000
$30,000
$28,000
$8,000
$10,000
$38,000
$374,000

LINCOLN MIDDLE SCHOOL
The Middle School serves grades 5-8 and is about 17,100 SF in total area. Estimated population is 200
students. The school was constructed in 1953. In 1975 an Annex Building (6,000 SF) was added and
houses the Library/Gym. The Kitchen has been abandoned and kids make the trek to the nearby MultiPurpose to eat.
Fire Protection:
The existing building is not sprinkled and the addition of sprinklers is not recommended. This will allow use
of funds in other areas of need.
Plumbing:
The water piping system is galvanized and it is recommended that the water piping be upgraded to PEX
and/or copper.
In general, the plumbing fixtures are dated but in serviceable shape. Throughout the school fixture trim is
dated and a mixture of various types and manufacture. ADA accessibility is lacking and needs to be
addressed. Due to the uneven terrain and number of stairs on this campus, ADA fixtures (and programs)
may need to be located in a specific area.
The kitchen is abandoned.
HVAC:
The campus is served by a Pacific, gas fired, steam boiler that has reached end of life and become a
maintenance headache. The Annex is currently disengaged from this system and served by split system
heat pumps (Daikin).
In general, the HVAC steam system has exceeded the end of useful life and should be updated. The
pneumatic controls are inefficient/leaking/non-functioning and it is reported that the building is being
operated without time schedule, optimum start or reset. This is a huge waste of energy and a high priority
for upgrade.
Electrical:
Exterior lighting is minimal and does not meet IES recommended light levels for security and liability.
Recommend adding LED luminaires to reduce energy and increase lamp life.
Interior fluorescent lighting has been upgraded to T8 fluorescents. This does not meet code for control
relating to occupancy sensors and daylight control.
Continued, next page…
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Electrical: (continued)
In addition, current technology utilizes LED lighting to enhance energy savings and increase luminaire/lamp
life.
The main electrical panel in the main building was replaced when the HVAC was replaced and no
replacement is recommended at this time.
The shop electrical panels/switchgear is old and beyond useful life and should be replaced.
The main distribution panel and associated branch panels are old and in need of replacement.
Estimated Construction Costs: (All Items Considered Immediate Needs)
Replace Steam with Heat Pumps:
ADA Plumbing Fixtures:
New Plumbing Piping:
New HVAC Controls:
Security:
Power Distribution:
Lighting:
Total:

$280,000
$30,000
$90,000
$40,000
$8,000
$60,000
$28,000
$536,000

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
This elementary school was constructed in about 1953 and serves students in the k-4 grade. The total area
of the school is nearly 21,300 SF. Like the Middle School and High School, the Multi-Purpose Building is a
shared facility for Gym/Cafeteria. There was a small addition in 1974.
Fire Protection:
The existing buildings are not sprinkled and sprinkler addition is not recommended in favor of other lifesafety upgrades.
Plumbing:
The existing galvanized water piping should be replaced with either PEX or copper.
In general, the plumbing fixtures are dated but in serviceable shape. ADA accessibility is lacking and
needs to be addressed. Plumbing trim is dated and a mixture of manufacturers. New trim is recommended.
HVAC:
The existing heating system has been abandoned. For the Classrooms, new split systems heat pumps
(LG) have been installed. The sizing of these units is not adequate to keep up with heating needs and
supplemental electric heaters are frequently energizing to keep up space temperatures. There is no
ventilation system or adequate operable windows to meet minimum code ventilation requirements.
The Office and Library are served by a 15-ton package roof unit. This is reported to be satisfactory.
Electrical:
Exterior lighting is minimal and does not meet IES recommended light levels for security and liability.
Recommend adding LED luminaires to reduce energy and increase lamp life.
Continued, next page…
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Electrical: (continued)
Interior fluorescent lighting has been upgraded to T8 fluorescents. This does not meet code for control
relating to occupancy sensors and daylight control.
In addition, current technology utilizes LED lighting to enhance energy savings and increase luminaire/lamp
life.
The main electrical panel in the main building was replaced when the HVAC was replaced and no
replacement is recommended at this time.
The shop electrical panels/switchgear is old and beyond useful life and should be replaced.
The main distribution panel and associated branch panels are old and in need of replacement.
Estimated Construction Costs (All Items Considered Immediate Needs)
ADA Plumbing Fixtures:
New Water Piping:
Add Classroom Ventilation:
Security:
Power Distribution/Feeders:
Lighting Fixture Replacement:
Total:

$30,000
$110,000
$75,000
$8,000
$60,000
$40,000
$323,000

End of Mechanical and Electrical Systems Report
RD/HB/heo
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Oakland Elementary School

Doug_sch36A

Oakland SD 1
Building Type

County

School

Douglas

Street
499 NE Spruce St
City

State

Zip

Oakland

OR

97462

Latitude

Longitude

43.42837

123.29927

Tracking Code

Inspection Date

RVS in 2006

8/18/2006
Seismicity Zone: High

Oakland Elementary School

FEMA 154 Rapid Visual Screening Score Card

Final RVS Score
Type

Primary

RM1

Basic Vert Plan
Score Irreg Irreg

PreCode

PostBench Soil C Soil D Soil E

RVS
Score

Final Type

Final Score

RM1

2.3

2.8

0

-0.5

0

0

0

0

0

2.3

Secondary

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

FEMA-154 Collapse Potential

Tertiary

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Low (<1%)

OregonGeology

Rapid Visual Screening - Senate Bill #2 - Seismic Needs Assessment
Oregon Department of Geology and Mineral Industries
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Oakland Elementary School
Enrollment

Year Built (Field Verified)

188

Year Built (Alt. Source)

Est. Decade Built

1975

1970
Pounding Potential
No

Total Area (square ft)

Number of Stories

Basement

35504

1

No

Plan Irregularities
Reentrant Corners: Other

Vertical Irregularities
None

None

None

None

None

Falling Hazards
None

Poor Conditions
None

None

None

None

None

S

Plan Irregularity Primary

NE

Primary Structural Type

OregonGeology

Rapid Visual Screening - Senate Bill #2 - Seismic Needs Assessment
Oregon Department of Geology and Mineral Industries

Oakland High School
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Oakland SD 1
Building Type

County

School

Douglas

Street
521 NE Spruce St
City

State

Zip

Oakland

OR

97462

Latitude

Longitude

43.42767

123.29815

Tracking Code

Inspection Date

RVS in 2006

8/18/2006
Seismicity Zone: High

Oakland High School

FEMA 154 Rapid Visual Screening Score Card

Final RVS Score
Type

Primary
Secondary
Tertiary

Basic Vert Plan
Score Irreg Irreg

PreCode

PostBench Soil C Soil D Soil E

RVS
Score

Final Type

Final Score

W2

1.3

W2

3.8

-2

-0.5

0

0

0

0

0

1.3

RM1

2.8

-1

-0.5

0

0

0

0

0

1.3

FEMA-154 Collapse Potential

S3

3.2

0

-0.5

0

0

0

0

0

2.7

Moderate (>1%)
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Oakland High School
Enrollment

Year Built (Field Verified)

203

Year Built (Alt. Source)

Est. Decade Built

1948

1950
Pounding Potential
No

Total Area (square ft)

Number of Stories

Basement

51202

1

No

Plan Irregularities
Reentrant Corners: Other

Vertical Irregularities
Steps in Elevation View: Single Change (Adjacent Building/Entity)

Out of Plane Lateral-Force-Resistance Elements

None

Reentrant Corners: L Shaped (Adjacent Build/Entity

None

Falling Hazards
Unreinforced Chimneys

Poor Conditions
None

None

None

None

None

NW

Falling Hazard

SW

Vertical Irregularity Primary

and reentrant corner
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Oakland SD 1
Building Type

County

School

Douglas

Street
521 NE Spruce St
City

State

Zip

Oakland

OR

97462

Latitude

Longitude

43.42821

123.29814

Tracking Code

Inspection Date

RVS in 2006

8/18/2006
Seismicity Zone: High

Oakland High School

FEMA 154 Rapid Visual Screening Score Card

Final RVS Score
Type

Primary
Secondary
Tertiary

Basic Vert Plan
Score Irreg Irreg

PreCode

PostBench Soil C Soil D Soil E

RVS
Score

Final Type

Final Score

RM1

1.3

RM1

2.8

-1

-0.5

0

0

0

0

0

1.3

W2

3.8

-2

-0.5

0

0

0

0

0

1.3

FEMA-154 Collapse Potential

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Moderate (>1%)
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Oakland SD 1
Building Type

County

School

Douglas

Street
931 Old Town Loop Rd
City

State

Zip

Oakland

OR

97462

Latitude

Longitude

43.43061

123.29841

Tracking Code

Inspection Date

RVS in 2006

8/11/2006
Seismicity Zone: High

Lincoln Middle School

FEMA 154 Rapid Visual Screening Score Card

Final RVS Score
Type

Primary

W2

Basic Vert Plan
Score Irreg Irreg

PreCode

PostBench Soil C Soil D Soil E

RVS
Score

Final Type

Final Score

W2

1.3

3.8

-2

-0.5

0

0

0

0

0

1.3

Secondary

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

FEMA-154 Collapse Potential

Tertiary

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Moderate (>1%)
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Lincoln Middle School
Enrollment

Year Built (Field Verified)

170

Year Built (Alt. Source)

Est. Decade Built

1953

1950
Pounding Potential
No

Total Area (square ft)

Number of Stories

Basement

27846

1

No

Plan Irregularities
Reentrant Corners: L Shaped

Vertical Irregularities
Steps in Elevation View: Single Change

Out of Plane Lateral-Force-Resistance Elements

None

None

None

Falling Hazards
Unreinforced Chimneys

Poor Conditions
None

Other: Brick Veneer

None

None

None

E

Falling Hazard

SW

Plan Irregularity Secondary

NE

Primary Structural Type

OregonGeology
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Plan Irregularity Primary
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